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A NEW METHOD TOWARD THE
LANDAU-GINZBURG/CALABI-YAU CORRESPONDENCE VIA
QUASI-MAPS
JINWON CHOI AND YOUNG-HOON KIEM
Abstract. The Landau-Ginzburg/Calabi-Yau correspondence claims that the
Gromov-Witten invariant of the quintic Calabi-Yau 3-fold should be related
to the Fan-Jarvis-Ruan-Witten invariant of the associated Landau-Ginzburg
model via wall crossings. In this paper, we consider the stack of quasi-maps
with a cosection and introduce sequences of stability conditions which enable
us to interpolate between the moduli stack for Gromov-Witten invariants and
the moduli stack for Fan-Jarvis-Ruan-Witten invariants.
1. Introduction
1.1. Landau-Ginzburg/Calabi-Yau correspondence. In 1993, Witten in [39]
introduced Landau-Ginzburg (LG for short) models as diagrams of morphisms
CN W //
##
C
[CN/G]
<<
where G is a finite group and W is a G-invariant polynomial. In this paper, we will
concentrate on the case
W : C5 → C defined by W (x1, . . . , x5) =
5∑
i=1
x5i and G = Z5 ≤ C∗.
There is a corresponding Calabi-Yau (CY for short) model for an LG model.
Consider the stack
[C5 × C/C∗]
where C∗ acts with weights (1, . . . , 1,−5) and let
Wˆ (x1, . . . , x5, p) = p(
5∑
i=1
x5i ).
be the invariant polynomial on C5 × C. Then we have two open substacks
OP4(−5) = (C5 − 0)× C/C∗ ⊂ [C5 × C/C∗] ⊃ C5 × (C− 0)/C∗ = C5/Z5.
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2 JINWON CHOI AND YOUNG-HOON KIEM
On the left side where x = (x1, . . . , x5) 6= 0, called the CY model, the open substack
is OP4(−5) and Wˆ descends to a section W =
∑5
i=1 x
5
i of OP4(5). Let
Y+ = W
−1(0) ⊂ P4
denote the quintic Calabi-Yau 3-fold defined by W = 0. The invariant we like to
calculate on this CY side is the Gromov-Witten (GW for short) invariant GW (Y+)
which virtually enumerates stable maps C → Y+ from prestable curves.
On the right side where p 6= 0, called the LG model, the open substack is C5/Z5
with Z5 ≤ C∗ (as fifth roots of unity). We can let p = 1 and thus Wˆ becomes
W (x1, . . . , x5) =
∑5
i=1 x
5
i to give us the LG model
Y− := ([C5/Z5]
W−→C).
The invariant for the LG side is the Fan-Jarvis-Ruan-Witten (FJRW for short)
invariant which is defined as the degree of Witten’s top Chern class
FJRW (Y−) = #{(C,L) |C twisted stable curve, L5 ∼= ωtwC } ∩ e(R1pi∗L⊕5)
if pi∗L = 0 where L is a universal line bundle [21]. Here, L is an invertible sheaf on
C, ωtwC := ωC(
∑
qi) is the sheaf of sections of the dualizing sheaf ωC possibly with
poles of order 1 at the orbifold marked points qi, and pi is the natural projection
from the universal curve to the moduli stack. In general, the FJRW invariant can
be defined algebro-geometrically by the cosection localization [6, 28].
The Landau-Ginzburg/Calabi-Yau correspondence is a conjectural equivalence
between the GW theory of Y+ and the FJRW theory of Y−. Chiodo and Ruan
in [11] proved that in genus zero the two theories are related by an explicit sym-
plectic transformation followed by analytic continuation. The result is extended to
complete intersections in projective space in [18].
Classical mirror symmetry compares the GW invariant of Y+ with the variation
of Hodge structures around the large complex structure limit point λ =∞ for the
family (
∑5
i=1 x
5
i −λ
∏5
i=1 xi = 0) with λ ∈ P1 while the FJRW invariant for the LG
model Y− is related to that at the Gepner point λ = 0. By the analytic continuation
of the variations of Hodge structures on P1−{0, 1,∞}, one may expect that the GW
invariants of Y+ should be related to the FJRW invariant of Y−. So, the following
question seems quite natural.
Can we relate GW (Y+) with FJRW (Y−) by wall crossings?
On the CY side, a sequence of stability conditions, called the -stabilities with
 > 0, was introduced by Toda [38] interpolating the moduli of stable maps and
stable quotients (See [35]). Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim in [15, 16] worked out the
wall crossing of the invariants as  varies from ∞ to 0+, where  = ∞ means 
being sufficiently large so that the -stable quasi-maps gives the Gromov-Witten
theory and  = 0+ means  being positive and sufficiently close to zero. On the LG
side, a corresponding theory for  < 0 and wall crossing of invariants as  varies
from −∞ to 0− was worked out by Fan, Jarvis and Ruan in [22] and Ross and
Ruan in [36] for g = 0, where  = −∞ means  being sufficiently small so that the
-stable quasi-maps gives the FJRW theory and  = 0− means  being negative and
sufficiently close to zero. However, it has been unclear how the  = 0+-stability on
the CY side and the  = 0−-stability on the LG side are related from the A-model
point of view.
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As we will see below in Section 3 (See [5, 6]), all these moduli stacks are open
substacks of the stack of quadruples (C,L, x, p) where C is a prestable or twisted
semistable curve, L is a line bundle on C, x ∈ H0(C,L⊕5) and p ∈ HomC(L5, ωtwC ).
Note that ωtwC (resp. ω
log
C ) allows simple poles only for orbifold (resp. smooth)
marked points and hence ωtwC = ωC when there are no orbifold marked points.
When all the marked points are orbifold points, ωtwC is ω
log
C (resp. ωlog) in the
notation of [5] (resp. [22, 36]). All the invariants can be defined as integrals on the
cosection-localized virtual cycles [28].
The purpose of this paper is to show that there are further stability conditions
interpolating the  = 0+-stability on the CY side and the  = 0−-stability on the
LG side. We call the new stability the δ-stabilities with δ > 0 (resp. δ < 0) for the
CY side (resp. LG side). In this paper, we will show that
(1) for given topological type (g,m, d), there are only finitely many δ-walls
where the moduli space of δ-stable quasi-maps changes;
(2) for general δ > 0 (resp. δ < 0), the stack of δ-stable quadruples (C,L, x, p)
with x 6= 0 (resp. p 6= 0) is a separated Deligne-Mumford stack equipped
with a cosection-localized virtual cycle whose support is proper;
(3) the δ = ±∞-stability is very close to  = 0±-stability. The precise relation-
ship δ =∞-stability and  = 0+-stability for genus zero will be clarified in
Section 7.3;
(4) a quadruple (C,L, x, p) is δ = 0+-stable (resp. δ = 0−-stable) if and only
if L¯ is (Gieseker-)stable over C¯ with respect to the ample line bundle ωlog
C¯
where ρ : C → C¯ is the stabilization of C (resp. the stabilization of the
coarse moduli space of the twisted semistable curve C) and L¯ = ρ∗L (resp.
L¯ = ρ∗(L−5ωtwC )); there are no constraints on x 6= 0 and p (resp. x and
p 6= 0);
(5) via the torus localization (See [4]) for the cosection-localized virtual cycles,
the δ = 0±-invariant is given by the residue of an integral on the moduli
stack P¯ of pairs (C¯, L¯) of stable curves C¯ and stable sheaves L¯ on C¯ (See
[37]), where the formulae on δ = 0− and δ = 0+ are of the same form.
To prove the full LG/CY correspondence, we need a wall crossing formula for
cosection-localized virtual cycles, which gives a relation between the virtual invari-
ants as δ varies. But in the present paper, we do not provide a wall crossing formula.
We give a description of the moduli spaces and leave pursuing the derivation of a
wall crossing formula as future work.
In Section 7, we show that the - and δ-wall crossings are all given by regular
morphisms when g = 0. If we further specialize to the case of d = 1, we show that
these morphisms are in fact blowups. As a byproduct, we obtain a new construction
of Fulton-MacPherson configuration space of P1 as a sequence of blowups from a
projective bundle over the moduli space M0,m of stable curves via the moduli
spaces of - and δ-stable quadruples (Example 7.15).
Perhaps the moral of this paper may be phrased as follows: Through magnifying
glasses, we discovered that between  = 0+ and  = 0−, there is another line of
wall crossings which we call the δ-line, where the  = 0±-stabilities are very close
to the δ = ±∞-stabilities and the invariants for the δ = 0+ and δ = 0−-stabilities
are given by the same residue formula (See Figure 1).
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LG side
p 6= 0
CY side
x 6= 0
ǫ-line
ǫ = −∞ ǫ =∞ǫ = 0− ǫ = 0+
FJRW GW
ǫ-stability ǫ-stability
δ-line
δ = −∞ δ =∞δ = 0− δ = 0+
δ-stability δ-stability
residue
formula
Figure 1. - and δ-line of stability conditions
1.2. GW and FJRW invariants by cosection localization. Recall that the
GW invariant enumerates stable maps f : C → Y+ ⊂ P4, which amounts to giving
a line bundle L = f∗OP4(1) and a multi-section x = (x1, . . . , x5) ∈ H0(C,L)⊕5
such that x : O⊕5C → L is surjective. The map f is a stable map to Y+ if and
only if
∑5
i=1 x
5
i = 0 and ω
log
C ⊗ L3 is ample. On the other hand, the FJRW
invariant enumerates twisted stable curves C ∈ Mtwg,m with spin structures (or p-
fields) p : L5
∼=−→ωtwC by Witten’s top Chern class. When there are no orbifold
marked points, the isomorphism p can be thought of as a section in H0(L−5ωC).
In [5], Chang and Li studied the GW theory of Y+ by enlarging the moduli stack
by including sections p ∈ H0(L−5ωC) which are called p-fields. They considered
the stack X=∞+ of quadruples (C,L, x, p) defined by
X=∞+ = {(C,L, x, p) | (C,L, x) ∈Mg,m(P4, d), p ∈ H0(L−5ωC)}.
Here Mg,m(P4, d) denotes the moduli stack of stable maps to P4, i.e. x : O⊕5C → L
is surjective and ωlogC ⊗ L3 is ample. They proved that the moduli stack X=∞+ is
equipped with a perfect obstruction theory whose obstruction sheaf ObX=∞+ admits
a cosection
(1.1) σ = ∂¯Wˆ : ObX=∞+ −→ OX=∞+ , ∂¯Wˆ |(C,L,x,p)(x˙, p˙) = p˙
5∑
i=1
x5i + p
5∑
i=1
5x4i x˙i,
where x˙ = (x˙i) ∈ H1(L⊕5) and p˙ ∈ H1(L−5ωC). The degeneracy locus D(σ) =
σ−1(0) consists of stable maps to Y+ so that D(σ) is proper. The cosection local-
ization of [28] then defines a virtual cycle [X=∞+ ]
vir
loc supported in D(σ), which is
proved to be equivalent to [Mg,m(Y+, d)]
vir up to sign. Hence [X=∞+ ]
vir
loc gives the
GW invariant of the Fermat quintic Y+.
There is a similar story on the LG side. Let X=−∞− be the moduli stack
parametrizing quadruples (C,L, x, p), where C ∈ Mtwg,m is a twisted stable curve
(See [2]), L is a line bundle with fixed nontrivial orbifold structures on orbifold
marked points, x ∈ H0(L⊕5), and an isomorphism p : L5 ∼= ωtwC . (See [21, 6] or
Section 6 for more detail.) The perfect obstruction theory and the cosection on
X=−∞− are defined similarly as on X
=∞
+ . The degeneracy locus D(σ) = σ
−1(0) in
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X=−∞− is precisely the locus where x = 0, which is finite over M
tw
g,m. Chang, Li
and Li in [6] proved that integrals on [X=−∞− ]
vir
loc gives the FJRW invariant of Y−
up to sign when all marked points are orbifold points.
Note that both the GW and FJRW invariants are defined by moduli stacks of
quadruples (C,L, x, p) with C either prestable or twisted stable, L ∈ Pic(C), x ∈
H0(C,L⊕5) and p ∈ HomC(L5, ωtwC ), satisfying certain stability conditions. Let X
denote the stack of all quadruples (C,L, x, p) (without any stability conditions) and
let X+ (resp. X−) denote the open substack defined by x 6= 0 (resp. p 6= 0). By the
cone stack construction (See [5]), X (resp. X±) is an algebraic stack. Observe that
X=±∞± are open substacks of X±. We will see below that there are many stability
conditions on X± that give rise to open Deligne-Mumford substacks equipped with
localized virtual cycles. The moduli stacks for the CY side are all contained in X+
with C ∈ Mpsg,m prestable while those for the LG side lie in X− with C ∈ Mtwg,m
twisted semistable.
1.3. Comparison of GW and FJRW via wall crossing. In this subsection,
we review the known sequence of stability conditions on X± and introduce a new
sequence, called the δ-stabilities, on X±. Both of  and δ takes values from ∞ to
0+ for X+ and from −∞ to 0− for X−.
1.3.1. -wall crossing. For  > 0, a quadruple (C,L, x, p) ∈ X+ for C ∈Mpsg,m, L ∈
Picd(C), x ∈ H0(L⊕5) = HomC(O⊕5C , L) and p ∈ H0(L−5ωC) = HomC(L5, ωC) is
called -stable if
(1) ωlogC ⊗ L is ample;
(2) the cokernel of x : O⊕5C → L has 0-dimensional support disjoint from special
points (i.e. marked points or nodes);
(3)  · lengthz(coker(x)) < 1 for all z ∈ C.
Note that we do not require any condition on the p-field p.
Let X+ denote the open substack in X+ of -stable quadruples. The definition
of -stability (without p) is due to Toda in [38] generalizing the MOP stability
in [35]. When  is sufficiently large ( = ∞), no base points are allowed and an
-stable quadruple is nothing but a stable map to P4 with p-field so that we get
back to X=∞+ for the GW invariant in Section 1.2 as we should. Furthermore, the
moduli stacks X+ vary only at finitely many values of  > 0, called the walls, if we
fix the topological type (g,m, d). For a non-wall  > 0, X+ are all equipped with
cosection-localized virtual cycles [X+]
vir
loc whose supports are proper.
When  = 0+, the -stability equals the MOP stability which reads as
(1) ωlogC ⊗ La is ample for all a > 0;
(2) the cokernel of x : O⊕5C → L has 0-dimensional support disjoint from special
points.
As we will see below, if we drop the phrase “disjoint from special points” and allow
exceptional components (i.e. rational components E with ωlogC |E ∼= OE) in the
support, we get the δ =∞-stability that we will introduce.
On the LG side, for  < 0, a quadruple (C,L, x, p) ∈ X− for C ∈ Mtwg,m, L ∈
Picd(C), x ∈ H0(L⊕5) and p ∈ H0(C,L−5ωtwC ) = HomC(L5, ωtwC ) is called -stable
if
(1) ωtwC ⊗ L˜|| is ample where L˜ = L−5ωtwC ;
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(2) the cokernel of p : L5 → ωtwC has 0-dimensional support disjoint from special
points;
(3) || · lengthz(coker(p)) < 1 for all z ∈ C.
Note that we do not require any condition on the x-field x. Obviously, the condition
(1) may be rephrased as the ampleness of (ωtwC )
1− ⊗ L5.
Let X− denote the open substack in X− of -stable quadruples. This definition of
-stability is due to Fan, Jarvis and Ruan in [22] and Ross and Ruan in [36]. Ross
and Ruan in [36] further studied the wall crossing for g = 0. When  is sufficiently
negative ( = −∞), no base points for p are allowed and an -stable quadruple is
nothing but a spin structure with x-field so that we get back to the moduli stack
X=−∞− for the FJRW invariant in Section 1.2. As before, the moduli stacks X

−
vary only at finitely many values of  < 0, called walls, upon fixing the topological
type (g,m, d). For a non-wall  < 0, X− are all equipped with cosection-localized
virtual cycles [X−]
vir
loc whose supports are proper.
When  = 0−, the -stability reads as
(1) ωtwC ⊗ L˜a is ample for all a > 0 where L˜ = L−5ωtwC ;
(2) the cokernel of p : L5 → ωtwC has 0-dimensional support disjoint from special
points.
If we only drop the phrase “disjoint from special points,” we get the δ = −∞-
stability that we will introduce in Section 6. Again obviously, the condition (1)
may be rephrased as the ampleness of ωtwC ⊗ La for all a < 0.
1.3.2. δ-stability. What we propose in this paper is that there are sequences of
wall crossings between  = 0+ and  = 0− in both sides, which we call the δ-wall
crossing.
For δ > 0, we define the δ-stabilities on X+ as follows (See Definition 5.2 and
Lemma 5.3): A quadruple (C,L, x, p) ∈ X+ with C ∈Mpsg,m, L ∈ Picd(C), x 6= 0 ∈
H0(L⊕5) and p ∈ HomC(L5, ωC) is called δ-stable if
(1) ωlogC ⊗ La is ample for all a > 0;
(2) (L¯, x¯) is a δ-stable pair on C¯ in Le Potier’s sense (See [31]) with respect to
the ample line bundle ωlog
C¯
, where ρ : C → C¯ is the stabilization morphism,
L¯ = ρ∗L and x¯ = ρ∗x. See Definition 4.3 for the notion of δ-stable pairs.
Let Xδ+ denote the open substack of X+ which consists of δ-stable quadruples.
We prove in Section 5 that when d+ δ ≥ g−1, Xδ+ is a separated Deligne-Mumford
stack over C for any δ > 0 except for finitely many values (once we fix g,m, d),
called the walls (See Theorem 5.10). By [5, 14, 28], for a non-wall δ > 0, Xδ+ are
all equipped with perfect obstruction theories and cosections σ : ObXδ+ → OXδ+ of
the obstruction sheaves as well as the cosection-localized virtual fundamental cycles
[Xδ+]
vir
loc.
We also show that if d + δ ≥ 3(g − 1) + m, the degeneracy locus D(σ) of the
cosection σ in Xδ+ is proper so that we obtain a sequence of invariants of the quintic
3-fold by integrating cohomology classes against the localized virtual cycle [Xδ+]
vir
loc
(See Theorem 5.13).
When δ is sufficiently large, denoted by δ =∞, the δ-stability reads as
(1) ωlogC ⊗ La is ample for all a > 0;
(2) C is quasi-stable and the degree of L on a rational bridge is 1;
(3) the cokernel of x¯ : O⊕5
C¯
→ L¯ has 0-dimensional support.
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Obviously this is very close to the  = 0+-stability above. The wall crossing from
the  = 0+-stable triples (C,L, x) to the δ = ∞-stable triples (without cosection
localization) is described in Section 7.3.
For the GW invariants of Y+, we may assume that 2g − 2 + m is coprime to
d− g+ 1 where d = degL because we can add a marked point and cancel its effect
by the formula
(1.2) (2g − 2 +m) · [Mg,m(Y+, d)]vir = [Mg,m+1(Y+, d)]vir ∩ ψm+1.
Under the assumption that 2g−2+m is coprime to d−g+1, there is no strictly
δ = 0+-semistable quadruples and the δ = 0+-stability of (C,L, x, p) is equivalent
to the stability of (C¯, L¯). We have a proper Deligne-Mumford stack P¯ = P¯g,m,d of
pairs (C¯, L¯) where C¯ ∈Mg,m is a stable curve and L¯ is a (Gieseker-)stable sheaf on
C¯ with respect to the ample line bundle ωlog
C¯
by the general construction of Simpson
(See [37]). Moreover, by a result of Faltings [20, Theorem 4.1], P¯ is smooth. We
will see (See the proof of Theorem 5.13) that when (C,L, x, p) is δ = 0+-stable
and d ≥ 3(g − 1) + m, we have the vanishing p = 0. Hence Xδ=0++ is in fact the
stack of triples (C,L, x) with x 6= 0 where (C¯, L¯) ∈ P¯ . It is easy to see that (C¯, L¯)
determines (C,L) uniquely by inserting a rational bridge at a node where L¯ is not
locally free and hence Xδ=0+ is the projectivization of a cone stack over P¯ . Applying
the torus localization formula in [4], we find that (See Proposition 8.2)
(1.3) [Xδ=0
+
+ ]
vir
loc = rest=0
[P¯ ]
e(Rpi∗(L⊕5 ⊕Hom(L5, ωC/P¯ )))
where pi : C → P¯ denotes the universal curve and L is the universal sheaf on C.
Here e(·) stands for the equivariant Euler class of the perfect complex.
There is analogous δ-stability on the LG side (Section 6). We consider the stack
X− of quadruples (C,L, x, p) of twisted semistable curves C ∈Mtwg,m, line bundles L
on C, x-fields x ∈ H0(L⊕5) and nonzero p-fields p ∈ HomC(L5, ωtwC ). Exactly in the
same manner as X+ in the CY side discussed above, we introduce the δ-stabilities
on X− and discuss the wall crossing for δ < 0. The perfect obstruction theories,
cosections, localized virtual cycles and so on can all be constructed in the same way.
When δ = −∞, the stability is exactly the same as the  = 0−-stability without
the phrase “disjoint from special points.” When δ = 0− and d < − 15 (g − 1 + m),
we will find that x = 0. We may assume the numerical condition such that there
are no strictly δ = 0−-semistable quasi-maps as there is also dilaton equation for
FJRW invariants [21, Theorem 4.29]. Then we have a forgetful map from Xδ=0
−
− to
P¯ and [Xδ=0
−
− ]
vir
loc is given by
(1.4) [Xδ=0
−
− ]
vir
loc = r · rest=0
[P¯g,m,d˜]
e(Rpi∗(L⊕5 ⊕Hom(L5, ωC/P¯ )))
,
where r is the degree of the finite morphism sending L to L˜ = L−5ωtw. Note the
symmetry in formulae (1.3) and (1.4).
The key point is that when δ = 0±, the moduli stack Xδ=0
+
+ and X
δ=0−
− are
projective bundle over a Deligne-Mumford stack of pairs of a stable curve and a
line bundle on the curve, because p = 0 for δ = 0+ and x = 0 for δ = 0−. Therefore
we can apply the torus localization formula.
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It is our hope to shed insightful light on the LG/CY correspondence through the
 and δ stabilities. In summary we will have the following diagram:
X=∞+
OO
-wall crossing

X=−∞−
OO
-wall crossing

X=0
+
+
OO

X=0
−
−
OO

Xδ=∞+
OO
δ-wall crossing

Xδ=−∞−
OO
δ-wall crossing

Xδ=0
+
+
forget x

Xδ=0
−
−
forget p

P¯ P¯
The cosection-localized virtual cycle for the top left gives the GW invariant while
that for the top right gives the FJRW invariant. The wall crossing formulas for
both sides will relate the GW invariant and the FJRW invariants with integrals on
P¯ = P¯g,m,d. By combining them, one may deduce a correspondence between the
two invariants.
In summary, as the -wall crossings on both sides have been studied by many
authors, the LG/CY correspondence may be achieved by working out the wall
crossings for δ-stable quasi-maps on each side. In this paper, we focus on developing
the moduli theory for δ-stability. To complete the full LG/CY correspondence, we
will need to derive a wall crossing formula for the cosection-localized virtual cycles.
We hope to address the issue of wall crossing formulas in future work.
As an application, we also study how the moduli spaces change on the CY side in
the special case of g = 0 (prior to cosection localization). By the stability conditions
it is easy to check that p = 0 on the CY side when g = 0. So the moduli space X
/δ
+
is the same as the moduli space of triples (C,L, x) which is denoted by Q
/δ
+ . Then
we show that there are contraction morphisms (Theorem 7.5)
(1.5) Q=∞+ −→ · · · −→ Q=0
+
+ −→ Qδ=∞+ −→ · · · −→ Qδ=0
+
+ .
and that Qδ=0
+
+ is a projective bundle over the moduli space M0,m provided that
d+ 1 and m− 2 are coprime.
When we further specialize to the case where d = 1, these contraction morphisms
are all given by blowups (Theorem 7.11). As a byproduct, we obtain the Poincare´
polynomials for M0,m(Pn−1, 1). When the target space is P1, the blowup maps
(1.5) give a new construction of the Fulton-MacPherson configuration space P1[m]
from M0,m (Example 7.15).
We remark that there is a master space approach for the LG/CY correspondence
for all genera by Chang, Li, Li and Liu [7]. Chiodo and Ruan in [11] proved the
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LG/CY correspondence in genus zero. Also in genus zero, Lee, Priddis and Shoe-
maker [32] establish a proof of LG/CY correspondence assuming the crepant trans-
formation conjecture. In [24], Guo and Ross verified the Landau-Ginzburg/Calabi-
Yau correspondence in genus one. The correspondence for higher genera remains
open.
1.4. Outline of the paper. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 and
Section 3, we review the general theory of quasi-maps and define a cosection on
the stack of quasi-maps with p-fields following [5]. In Section 4, we review the
theory of δ-stable pairs by Le Potier. In Section 5, we construct the moduli stack
of δ-stable quasi-maps and the cosection-localized virtual cycle. In Section 6, we
describe the parallel theory on the LG side. In Section 7, we study the wall crossing
when genus is zero. In Section 8, we show that when δ = 0±, the invariants on
both sides are given by the same residue formula. Finally in Section 9, we give the
definition of the descendent invariants for cosection-localized class of the moduli
space of quasi-maps.
Acknowledgement: We thank Huai-Liang Chang, Emily Clader, Tyler Jarvis,
Bumsig Kim, Jun Li and Yongbin Ruan for useful discussions.
2. Direct image cone and the stack of quasi-maps
In this section, we define the stack Q+ = Q+(g,m, d) of quasi-maps of degree
d > 0 to a projective space P4 for g,m ∈ Z≥0 and recall the result of Ciocan-
Fontanine and Kim [14], independently Chang and Li [5] that it is an algebraic
stack and that any open Deligne-Mumford substack of Q+ is equipped with a
perfect obstruction theory.
Definition 2.1. An m-pointed prestable curve is a connected reduced curve C
which has at worst nodal singularities, together with m distinct smooth marked
points q1, . . . , qm in C. An m-pointed prestable curve (C, q1, . . . , qm) is stable (resp.
semistable) if ωlogC := ωC(
∑m
i=1 qi) is ample (resp. nef).
When it is obvious, we will write C instead of (C, q1, . . . , qm) for an m-pointed
prestable curve.
Definition 2.2. A quasi-map to P4 is a tuple (C,L, x) where C is an m-pointed
prestable curve C, L is an invertible sheaf on C and x : O⊕5C → L is a nonzero
homomorphism. The sum of degrees degL|Ci where C = ∪Ci is the irreducible
decomposition is called the degree of the quasi-map (C,L, x).
Remark 2.3. Although we have defined quasi-maps only when the target is P4,
we can also define it for general Pn−1 by setting x to be in H0(L)⊕n. All results in
this paper which do not involve a cosection hold for general n.
A stable map to P4 is a quasi-map.
Lemma 2.4. Let (C,L, x) be a quasi-map to P4. Suppose x is surjective. Then
the morphism φx : C → P4 induced by x is a stable map if and only if ωlogC ⊗ L3 is
ample.
The proof of this lemma is an elementary exercise.
Let us define the stack of all quasi-maps to P4 of degree d over m-pointed
prestable curves of genus g. First of all, we consider the stack Mpsg,m of m-pointed
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prestable curves of genus g whose sections over a scheme S are flat proper mor-
phisms C → S of finite type with m disjoint smooth sections q1, . . . , qm whose
geometric fibers are m-pointed prestable curves of genus g. It is well known that
Mpsg,m is a smooth algebraic stack.
Next the stack P+ := P+(g,m, d) of line bundles of degree d over prestable
curves is defined as a stack over the category of schemes over C whose sections
over a scheme S are pairs of (C → S) ∈Mpsg,m and L ∈ Pic(C) of relative degree d
with obvious pull-backs as arrows. It is also well known that P+ is also a smooth
algebraic stack and there is a forgetful morphism
P+ −→Mpsg,m.
The stack Q+ = Q+(g,m, d) of quasi-maps is now defined as the stack whose
sections over a scheme S are triples (C → S,L, xS) where (C → S,L) ∈ P+(S) and
xS : O⊕5C → L is a homomorphism which is not trivial on any fiber of C → S. Given
(pi : C → S,L) ∈ P+(S), it was shown in [5, Proposition 2.2] that the groupoid of
all sections x is represented by the cone
(2.1) C(pi∗L⊕5) := SpecS
(
SymR1pi∗[(L∨)⊕5 ⊗ ωC/S ]
)
where SymF denotes the symmetric algebra of a coherent sheaf F . This construc-
tion defines a cone stack over P+ and Q+ is obtained by deleting the vertex of
the cone. Therefore Q+ is an algebraic stack and we have the forgetful morphism
Q+ → P+.
Theorem 2.5 ([14, 5]). The stack Q+ is an algebraic stack. Any open Deligne-
Mumford substack of Q+ admits a perfect obstruction theory induced from (2.2).
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of [5, Proposition 3.1] (See also [14,
Section 5]). Let LQ+ denote the universal line bundle over the universal curve
pi : CQ+ → Q+. By applying [5, Proposition 2.5] to the evaluation morphism
e : CQ+ → L⊕5Q+ induced from the universal section u ∈ Γ(CQ+ ,L⊕5Q+), we have a
perfect relative obstruction theory
(2.2) φ : L∨Q+/P+ → Rpi∗L⊕5Q+
for Q+ → P+. Since P+ is a smooth algebraic stack, this gives us a perfect
obstruction theory for Q+. 
Corollary 2.6. Let U be an open substack of Q+ such that
(1) U is a Deligne-Mumford stack;
(2) U is separated;
(3) U is proper.
Then U is equipped with a perfect obstruction theory and hence the virtual funda-
mental class [U]vir of dimension
(3g − 3 +m) + g + [5(d− g + 1)− 1] = −(g − 1) +m+ 5d.
One can check (2) and (3) using the valuative criterion (See Section 5.2). For
(1), if we can write U as the quotient V/G of a scheme V by a reductive group
G, it suffices to show that the stabilizer groups are all finite and reduced by [19,
Corollary 2.2].
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Example 2.7. (Stable maps) By Lemma 2.4, the moduli stack Mg,m(P4, d) of
stable maps is an open substack of Q+ which is a separated proper Deligne-Mumford
stack [5, Proposition 2.7]. It was shown in [14, Section 5.3] and [5, Lemma 2.8] that
the perfect obstruction theory of Behrend-Fantechi coincides with that obtained in
Theorem 2.5.
Example 2.8. (Stable quotients) If a stable quotient O⊕5C → Q has rank 4 so that
the kernel S is invertible, the dual O⊕5C → S∨ of the inclusion S ↪→ O⊕5C defines
an object in Q+. These objects form an open substack Qg,m(P4, d) of Q+ which is
a proper separated Deligne-Mumford stack by Marian, Oprea and Pandharipande
[35]. See also [38].
In Section 5, we will introduce the notion of δ-stable quasi-maps and find that
the substack Qδ+ of δ-stable quasi-maps for general δ is also an open substack which
is a proper separated Deligne-Mumford stack.
3. GSW model for Q+
In [5], Chang and Li further enlarged the moduli stack Q+(g, 0, d) to include an
additional section, called the p-field. The cosection localization technique of [28]
then enables us to define localized invariants which are related to curve counting
invariants on a quintic Calabi-Yau 3-fold X. The same construction also applies
when there are marked points.
Definition 3.1. A p-field of a quasi-map (C,L, x) ∈ Q+ is a section
p ∈ HomC(L5, ωC) = H0(C,L−5 ⊗ ωC).
The stack X+ = X+(g,m, d) of quasi-maps with p-fields is defined as the stack whose
sections over a scheme S are quadruples (C → S,L, xS , pS) where (C → S,L, xS) ∈
Q+(S) and pS ∈ H0(C,L⊗−5S ⊗ ωC/S). Arrows are defined by pull-backs.
By the direct image cone construction of [5, Section 2] again, we have the fol-
lowing.
Proposition 3.2. X+ is an algebraic stack equipped with a relative perfect obstruc-
tion theory
L∨X+/P+ −→ Rpi∗(L⊕5X+ ⊕ [L−5X+ ⊗ ωpi])
of X+ → P+ where pi : CX+ → X+ is the universal curve and LX+ is the universal
line bundle over CX+ .
The natural map
Wˆ : L⊕5X+ ⊕ (L−5X+ ⊗ ωpi) −→ ωpi, (xi, p) 7→ p
∑
i
x5i
has derivative
(3.1) σ = ∂¯Wˆ : ObX+/P+ = R
1pi∗
(
L⊕5X+ ⊕ [L−5X+ ⊗ ωpi]
)
−→ R1pi∗ωpi ∼= OX+
defined by
(x˙i, p˙) 7→ p˙
∑
x5i + p
∑
5x4i x˙i, for (x˙i, p˙) ∈ H1(C,L)⊕5 ⊕H1(C,L−5 ⊗ ωC)
at (xi, p) ∈ H0(C,L)⊕5 ⊕H0(C,L−5 ⊗ ωC). Moreover, Chang and Li show in [5,
Section 3.4] that the map (3.1) can be lifted to a cosection σ : ObX+ −→ OX+ .
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The locus where the cosection σ in (3.1) is not surjective is called the degeneracy
locus of σ and denoted by D(σ).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose Û is an open substack of X+ which is a Deligne-Mumford
stack. If the support of the multi-section x : O⊕5C → L contains the support of p for
all (C,L, x, p) ∈ Û, then the degeneracy locus D(σ) of σ in Û is the closed substack
of Û which consists precisely of (C,L, x, p) ∈ Û satisfying p = 0, ∑i x5i = 0 where
x = (x1, . . . , x5).
The proof is identical to that of Proposition 3.4 in [5]. When D(σ) is proper, we
can apply the localized virtual cycle construction of [28].
Corollary 3.4. If D(σ) in Û is proper, we have the localized virtual fundamental
class
[Û]virloc ∈ Am(D(σ)),
integrals against which define invariants for Y+. When m = 0, the degree of [Û]
vir
loc
defines an invariant of quasi-maps with p-fields.
For instance, if U is an open substack of Q+ which is a proper separated Deligne-
Mumford stack and Û = U ×Q+ X+ satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.3, then
D(σ) is a closed substack of U since p = 0 and hence D(σ) is proper.
In [5, Section 5], it was proved that when Û = Mg,0(P4, d)p is the moduli stack
of stable maps with p-fields, the localized invariant
deg[Mg,0(P4, d)p]virloc
coincides with the ordinary GW invariant of a quintic 3-fold up to sign (−1)5d−g+1.
Remark 3.5. The theory of quasi-maps to GIT quotients is developed in [17].
When the target is Pn−1 (See Remark 2.3), the quasi-map in [17] is precisely the
stable quotient in Example 2.8. Upon restricting the target, one obtains the virtual
cycle associated the stack of quasi-maps to a quintic 3-fold. We expect this also
coincides with the cosection-localized virtual cycle
[Qg,m(Pn−1, d)p]virloc
up to sign. When the genus is zero, since there are no nonzero p-fields, the cosection-
localized cycle is given by the Euler class of the obstruction sheaf coming from the
p-field. Hence, by [17, Proposition 6.2.2] the two cycles coincide up to sign, where
the sign change is due to taking the dual of tangent-obstruction complex.
Remark 3.6. We will define and show in Section 5 that the moduli stack
Xδ+ := Q
δ
+ ×Q+ X+
of δ-stable quasi-maps with p-fields has proper degeneracy locus D(σ) if d + δ ≥
3(g−1)+m > 0. Therefore we obtain the GW-type invariant of δ-stable quasi-maps
to P4 with p-fields by integrating against [Xδ+]virloc.
4. Moduli of stable pairs with multi-sections over a nodal curve
In this section, we review the notion of δ-stability for a pair (E,α) of a coherent
sheaf E and a multi-section α : O⊕nC → E over a polarized nodal curve. We con-
struct a projective moduli scheme of δ-semistable pairs (E,α) over C via geometric
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invariant theory. This type of construction is standard by now thanks to [26] and
we will closely follow [25].
Let C be a fixed m-pointed prestable curve of genus g. Let us fix an ample
line bundle O(1) on C. For a polynomial P (t) ∈ Q[t] of degree 1, we write either
P (t) = rt+ χ or P (t) = r(t+ µ) in what follows. Let δ > 0 and n ∈ Z>0.
Definition 4.1. Let E be a coherent sheaf on C with Hilbert polynomial P and
α : O⊕nC → E be a homomorphism which we call a multi-section.
(1) For a subsheaf E′ of E, let θ(E′, α) = 1 if α factors through E′ and 0 if
not. We write the Hilbert polynomial of E′ as
PE′(t) = χ(E
′(t)) = r(E′)t+ χ(E′) = r(E′) (t+ µ(E′))
where E′(t) = E′ ⊗O(1)t and χ denotes the Euler characteristic. Let
P δE′,α(t) = PE′(t) + θ(E
′, α)δ.
When r(E′) 6= 0, we define the reduced Hilbert polynomial of (E′, α) as
pδE′,α(t) = P
δ
E′,α(t)/r(E
′) =
PE′(t) + θ(E
′, α)δ
r(E′)
= t+ µ(E′) + θ(E′, α)
δ
r(E′)
.
(2) For a quotient q : E → E′′ = E/E′, let θ(E′′, α) = 0 if q ◦ α = 0 and 1 if
otherwise. We write
PE′′(t) = χ(E
′′(t)) = r(E′′)t+ χ(E′′) = r(E′′) (t+ µ(E′′)) ,
P δE′′,α(t) = PE′′(t) + θ(E
′′, α)δ.
When r(E′′) 6= 0, we define the reduced Hilbert polynomial of (E′′, α) as
pδE′′,α(t) = P
δ
E′′,α(t)/r(E
′′) =
PE′′(t) + θ(E
′′, α)δ
r(E′′)
= t+ µ(E′′) + θ(E′′, α)
δ
r(E′′)
.
Definition 4.2. (1) A F on a scheme is called pure if the support of any
nonzero subsheaf of F is of the same dimension as the support of F .
(2) We say a subsheaf E′ of E is saturated if E′′ = E/E′ is a pure sheaf.
Definition 4.3. A pair of a one-dimensional sheaf E on C and a nonzero homo-
morphism α : O⊕nC → E is δ-semistable if E is pure and for any nontrivial subsheaf
E′ 6= E,
r(E)P δE′,α(t) ≤ r(E′)P δE,α(t)
i.e. E is pure and
χ(E′) + θ(E′, α)δ
r(E′)
≤ χ(E) + δ
r(E)
.
We get δ-stability if ≤ is replaced by <.
Remark 4.4. By definition, it is clear that
P δE′,α + P
δ
E′′,α = P
δ
E,α, r(E
′) + r(E′′) = r(E).
Hence α : O⊕nC → E is δ-semistable if and only if for any one-dimensional quotient
E′′ of E,
r(E)P δE′′,α(t) ≥ r(E′′)P δE,α(t).
Definition 4.5. A homomorphism ϕ : (E,α) → (E′, α′) of pairs on C is a ho-
momorphism ϕ : E → E′ of OC-modules such that ϕ ◦ α = α′. An isomorphism
ϕ : E → E′ of OC-modules which satisfies ϕ ◦ α = α′ is called an isomorphism of
pairs.
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Lemma 4.6. Let (E,α) and (E′, α′) be two δ-stable pairs of dimension 1 on C
with the same reduced Hilbert polynomial pδE,α = p
δ
E′,α′ . Then any nonzero homo-
morphism ϕ : (E,α)→ (E′, α′) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let E1 denote the image of ϕ : E → E′. We have ϕ◦α = α′. Let q : E → E1
be the surjective homomorphism induced from ϕ. Suppose 0 6= E1 6= E′. If q◦α = 0,
we have θ(E1, α) = 0 and
pδE,α(t) ≤ t+
χ(E1)
r(E1)
≤ t+ χ(E1) + θ(E1, α
′)δ
r(E1)
= pδE1,α′(t) < p
δ
E′,α′(t)
which is a contradiction. If q ◦ α 6= 0, then ϕ ◦ α = α′ 6= 0. Therefore θ(E1, α) =
θ(E1, α
′) = 1 and thus
pδE,α ≤ pδE1,α = pδE1,α′ < pδE′,α′
which is also a contradiction. Hence for any nonzero ϕ, ϕ is surjective. If kerϕ 6= 0,
χ(E) + δ
r(E)
<
χ(E′) + θ(E′, α)δ
r(E′)
≤ χ(E
′) + δ
r(E′)
and thus pδE,α < p
δ
E′,α′ which is a contradiction. Therefore, ϕ is an isomorphism.

Remark 4.7. (1) For a quotient q : E → E′′ of E, let α′′ = q ◦ α. For a subsheaf
E′ of E, let α′ : O⊕nC → E′ be the homomorphism induced by α if α factors through
E′ and let α′ = 0 if not. We call α′ =: αE′ , α′′ =: αE′′ the induced multi-sections
of E′ and E′′ respectively.
(2) Let F ⊂ G ⊂ E be coherent sheaves and α : O⊕nC → E be a multi-section
of E. Then the induced multi-section of G/F as a quotient of G is the same as
the induced multi-section of G/F as a submodule of E/F because both are the
compositions of α with the obvious projections.
Proposition 4.8. Let (E,α) be a δ-semistable one-dimensional pair on C for some
δ > 0. There exists a filtration
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Es = E
called a Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration such that the factors gri(E) = Ei/Ei−1 with the
induced multi-section αEi/Ei−1 are δ-stable with the reduced Hilbert polynomial p
δ
E,α.
Furthermore, the pair of
gr(E) =
⊕
i
gri(E) and gr(α) =
∑
i
αEi/Ei−1
is independent of the choice of the Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration, up to isomorphism.
Proof. If (E,α) is δ-stable, we are done. Suppose not. Let E′ 6= E be a submodule
of E with pδE′,α = p
δ
E,α and r(E
′) < r(E) ∈ Z maximal. Then E/E′ with the
induced multi-section is δ-stable. Thus by induction we obtain a Jordan-Ho¨lder
filtration. The uniqueness follows from Lemma 4.6. 
Definition 4.9. Two δ-semistable pairs (E,α) and (E′, α′) with pδE,α = p
δ
E′,α′ are
called S-equivalent if (gr(E), gr(α)) ∼= (gr(E′), gr(α′)).
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Theorem 4.10. Let d > 0 and C be a prestable curve with an ample line bundle
O(1). Let P (t) = rt + χ ∈ Z[t]. There is a projective scheme FC(P )δ which is
a coarse moduli space for the functor which associates to a scheme T the set of
isomorphism classes of T -flat families of δ-semistable pairs (E,α) on C whose un-
derlying sheaves have Hilbert polynomial P . Moreover, there is an open subscheme
which represents the functor of families of δ-stable pairs. A closed point in FC(P )
δ
represents an S-equivalence class of δ-semistable pairs.
Since the construction is more or less standard, we only give a sketch of the
proof. When n = 1, the theorem is just a special case of [31]. The first step of
the proof is to show the boundedness of the collection of all δ-semistable pairs with
fixed Hilbert polynomial. By the δ-semistability, the slope of a subsheaf
µ(E′) ≤ µ(E′) + θ(E′, δ) δ
r(E′)
≤ χ+ δ
r
is bounded uniformly from above and the boundedness follows by [26, Theorem
3.3.7]. From the boundedness, we obtain the t-regularity of the underlying sheaves
of all δ-semistable pairs for some uniform t which enables us to identify δ-semistable
pairs with some orbits in the product
W = QuotC(CP (t) ⊗OC(−t), P )× PHom
(
H0(OC(t)⊕n),CP (t)
)
of the Quot scheme and the projective space. By choosing an integer l > 0, the
Quot scheme is embedded into a projective space
QuotC(CP (t) ⊗OC(−t), P ) ↪→ P
(
∧P (l)
(
CP (t) ⊗H0(OC(l − t))
))
and thus we have an ample line bundle OQuot(1). Then it is easy to see that the
moduli space we desired is isomorphic to the GIT quotient of a closed subscheme
Z of W by PGL(P (t)). The rest is the comparison of the GIT stability with the
δ-stability above. One should be careful about the choice of a linearized line bundle
OW (n1, n2) on W but it is okay to choose (n1, n2) satisfying
n2
n1
=
P (l)− P (t)
P (t) + δ
· δ
for l sufficiently large (independent of δ). We leave the detail to the reader because
it is almost identical to the calculation in [25].
It is also standard to relativize the construction as in [26, Theorem 4.3.7].
Theorem 4.11. Let f : C → S be a flat family of prestable curves and let OC(1)
be a line bundle on C, ample relative to S. Let P be a linear polynomial. Then
there exists a scheme FC/S(P )δ, projective over S which universally corepresents
the functor
Fδ : (Schemes/S)◦ −→ (Sets)
which associates to an S-scheme T the set of isomorphism classes of T -flat families
of δ-semistable pairs on the fibers of C ×S T → T with Hilbert polynomial P . For
closed points s ∈ S, the fiber FC/S(P )δ|s over s is isomorphic to the moduli space
FC(P )
δ of δ-semistable pairs on the fiber C|s over s.
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5. Moduli of δ-stable quasi-maps
In this section, we introduce the notion of δ-stable quasi-maps on pointed prestable
curves and prove that they form an open substack Qδ+ of Q+ which is a proper sep-
arated Deligne-Mumford stack for general δ > 0. By Theorem 2.5, Qδ+ has a perfect
obstruction theory and thus a virtual fundamental class [Qδ+]
vir. The GSW model
Xδ+ = X+ ×Q+ Qδ+ admits the localized virtual cycle [Xδ+]virloc whose support is con-
tained in Qδ+ and hence proper, for d ≥ 3(g− 1) +m. Throughout this section, we
let 2g − 2 +m > 0.
Definition 5.1. An m-pointed semistable curve (C, q1, . . . , qm) is quasi-stable if
the length of any chain of rational bridges is at most 1 and C has no rational tails.
Here, a rational bridge is a rational component with only two nodes and no marked
points. A rational tail is a rational component with only one node and one marked
point. An exceptional component means a rational bridge or a rational tail.
5.1. δ-stable quasi-maps and their moduli. Recall that a quasi-map to P4 is
a pair (C,L, x) with C a prestable curve, L ∈ Picd(C) and x ∈ H0(L⊕5).
Definition 5.2. For δ > 0, we say a quasi-map (C,L, x) is δ-stable (resp. δ-
semistable) if the following hold:
(1) ωlogC ⊗ L is ample for any  > 0;
(2) Given any line bundle A on C such that ωlogC ⊗ A is ample for any  > 0,
x : O⊕5C → L is δ-stable (resp. δ-semistable) with respect to ωlogC ⊗ A
for  > 0 arbitrarily small, in the sense of Definition 4.3. The polarization
ωlogC ⊗A is used to define the Hilbert polynomial.
Recall that ωlogC := ωC(
∑
qi) where q1, . . . , qm are the smooth marked points on
C. The first condition implies that ωlogC is nef and thus C is semistable admitting
a stabilization morphism ρ : C → C¯ to a stable curve which contracts rational
components with only two special points, i.e. the exceptional components.
Since  is arbitrarily small in the second condition of Definition 5.2, this condition
is enough to be checked for one line bundle A. The δ-semistability implies that
C cannot contain a rational tail and that for any rational bridge E ∼= P1, L|E is
OE(1). Indeed, by the first condition we must have degL|E > 0 for any exceptional
component E. If degL|E ≥ 1 on a rational tail E or degL|E ≥ 2 on a rational bridge
E, then L contains the destabilizing subsheaf L′ ∼= OE . Note that χ(L′) = 1 and
r(L′) =  · deg(A|E) so that µ(L′) is arbitrarily large, and hence L′ is destabilizing
regardless of x. By the same reason, no two exceptional components are adjacent.
Therefore, the curve C has to be quasi-stable (Definition 5.1).
Let ρ : C → C¯ be the stabilization morphism. In fact, by the following lemma
we can replace the second condition of Definition 5.2 with
(2′) ρ∗x : O⊕5C¯ → ρ∗L is a δ-stable pair with respect to ω
log
C¯
:= ωC¯(
∑
q¯i) for
q¯i = ρ(qi).
Lemma 5.3. Let A be any line bundle on C such that ωlogC ⊗A is ample for any
 > 0. Suppose (C,L, x) be a quasi-map such that ωlogC ⊗ L is nef for all  > 0.
Then (L, x) is a δ-stable pair on C with respect to ωlogC ⊗ A for  > 0 arbitrarily
small if and only if the direct image (L¯, x¯) := (ρ∗L, ρ∗x) is a δ-stable pair with
respect to ωlog
C¯
.
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Proof. Assume first that (L¯, x¯) is a δ-stable pair with respect to ωlog
C¯
. Since L¯ is
pure, the degree of L restricted to any connected subcurve contracted by ρ is either
0 or 1. Suppose L′ is a destabilizing subsheaf of L with respect to ωlogC ⊗ A for
sufficiently small  > 0. We may assume L′ is saturated. We claim that L¯′ := ρ∗L′
is a destabilizing subsheaf of L¯ with respect to ωlog
C¯
. Since the total degree of L
on any contracted chain is at most 1, we have χ(L¯) = χ(L) and χ(L′) = χ(L¯′)
by saturatedness. Since  is arbitrarily small, r(L¯′) (resp. r(L¯)) is very close to
r(L′) (resp. r(L)). Note that r(L¯′) is a positive integer. Since the inequality for
the δ-stability is strict, a very small perturbation does not change the inequality.
Hence we find that L¯′ = ρ∗L′ is a destabilizing subsheaf of L¯.
Conversely, assume that (L, x) is δ-stable with respect to ωlogC ⊗ A for any
 > 0. Then 0 ≤ degL|E ≤ 1 for all exceptional component E and hence L¯ is pure.
Suppose L¯′ is a destabilizing subsheaf of L¯. Since ρ−1(q) is a chain of P1’s with
degL|ρ−1(q) = 0 or 1 for any contracted node q ∈ C¯, we can find a subsheaf L′ of
L such that ρ∗L′ = L¯′ such that θ(L′, x) = θ(L¯′, x¯). Again since strict inequality
is preserved by small perturbation and r(L¯′), r(L¯) are integers, we find that L′ is
a destabilizing subsheaf of L. 
Definition 5.4. Two quasi-maps (C,L, x) and (C ′, L′, x′) are called isomorphic
if there exist an isomorphism τ : C → C ′ of m-pointed prestable curves and an
isomorphism ϕ : τ∗L′ → L such that ϕ ◦ τ∗x′ = x.
Definition 5.5. A family of δ-(semi)stable quasi-maps over m-pointed curves pa-
rameterized by a scheme S consists of
(1) a flat family C → S of m-pointed quasi-stable curves and
(2) an invertible sheaf L on C and a homomorphism xS : O⊕5C → L
such that for every closed point s ∈ S, the fiber (Cs,Ls, xs) is a δ-(semi)stable
quasi-map to P4.
Two families xS : O⊕5C → L and x′S : O⊕5C′ → L′ over S are called isomorphic if
there exist an isomorphism τ : C → C′ over S and an isomorphism ϕ˜ : τ∗L′ → L
such that ϕ˜ ◦ τ∗x′S = xS .
Definition 5.6. Let Qδ+ be the substack of Q+ which associates to each scheme S
the groupoid Qδ+(S) of families of δ-semistable quasi-maps parameterized by S.
Remark 5.7. Since ampleness and stability are both open conditions, the δ-stable
quasi-maps form an open subset for any family in Q+(S). Hence Q
δ
+ is an open
substack of Q+.
Definition 5.8. We say δ > 0 is general with respect to a polynomial P (t) =
rt+χ ∈ Z[t] if there are no strictly δ-semistable quasi-maps (C,L, x) with PL¯ = P
where ρ : C → C¯ is the stabilization morphism and L¯ = ρ∗L. Here strictly δ-
semistable means δ-semistable but not δ-stable. We say δ > 0 is a wall if it is not
general.
In fact, there are only finitely many walls.
Lemma 5.9. There are only a finite number of walls for Qδ+.
Proof. We use Lemma 5.3. Suppose (L, x) is strictly δ-semistable so that (L¯, x¯) is
a strictly δ-semistable pair with respect to OC¯(1) := ωlogC¯ . If a subsheaf L¯′ of L¯
has Hilbert polynomial PL¯′(t) = r
′t + χ′ ∈ Z[t] and r′(P (t) + δ) equals rPE¯′(t) or
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r(PE¯′(t) + δ), then δ =
rχ′−r′χ
r′ or
r′χ−rχ′
r−r′ . Note that L¯
′ is saturated in the sense
that L¯/L¯′ is pure because otherwise the inverse image of the zero-dimensional part
T (L¯/L¯′) in L¯ has larger slope than L¯′ and hence destabilizing.
In [35, Section 6.1], it was proved that the collection of all
(C,L) ∈ P+
such that ωlogC ⊗L is ample for any  > 0 is bounded. Hence there are only a finite
number of topological types (i.e. dual graphs of C decorated by the degrees of L
restricted to irreducible components). For each type, since 0 ≤ r(L¯′) ≤ r(L¯) and
L¯′ is saturated with L invertible, there are only a finite number of possible pairs
(r(L¯′), χ(L¯′)). This certainly implies that there are at most finitely many walls. 
We are now ready to state the main result of this section. Note that
P (t) = rt+ χ ∈ Z[t] and χ = P (0) = χ(L¯) = χ(L) = d− g + 1
for δ-semistable quasi-maps.
Theorem 5.10. Suppose 2g − 2 +m > 0, d+ δ ≥ g − 1 and δ > 0 is general with
respect to P . Then the open substack Qδ+ is a proper separated Deligne-Mumford
stack of finite type over C. Consequently, Qδ+ has a perfect obstruction theory and
a virtual fundamental class.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 5.10. In this subsection we prove Theorem 5.10.
We first prove that Qδ+ is a Deligne-Mumford stack by using [19, Corollary 2.2]:
It suffices to write Qδ+ as the quotient of a scheme by a reductive group and then
show that the stabilizer groups are finite and reduced as a scheme.
By [35, Section 6.1] and item (1) of Definition 5.2, we find that if a quasi-map
(C,L, x) is δ-semistable,
(ωlogC )
⊗5(d+1) ⊗ L5
is very ample. The complete linear system of (ωlogC )
⊗5(d+1) ⊗ L5 gives us an em-
bedding ı : C ↪→ PN into a projective space and thus a point in the product
Hilb × (PN )m where Hilb denotes the Hilbert scheme of curves in PN . Let H be
the locally closed locus in Hilb× (PN )m of quasi-stable curves (C, q1, . . . , qm). Let
CH → H denote the universal curve with sections qi. Then
(5.1) ωlogCH/H ⊗OPN (1)|
⊗
CH
is relatively ample over CH for  > 0 arbitrarily small. By Theorem 4.11, there
exists a scheme FCH/H(P )
δ that parameterizes δ-stable pairs x : O⊕5C → L with
respect to (5.1). Let W be the locally closed subscheme of FCH/H(P )
δ of δ-stable
pairs x : O⊕5C → L with L invertible such that
(ωlogC )
⊗5(d+1) ⊗ L5 ∼= OPN (1)|C .
ThenW parameterizes all δ-stable quasi-maps. There is a natural action of PGL(N+
1) on W and two points in W represent isomorphic quasi-maps if and only if they
lie in the same orbit. Therefore, we find that
Qδ+ = W/PGL(N + 1).
Lemma 5.11. The stabilizer group of a δ-stable quasi-map (C,L, x) ∈W is finite
and reduced. Therefore Qδ+ is a Deligne-Mumford stack.
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Proof. Let (L, x) be a δ-stable pair with respect to (5.1). By definition, an auto-
morphism of L which preserves x is the identity map since x 6= 0. This implies
that the stabilizer group of (C,L, x) is a subgroup of Aut(C). It is well known
that Aut(C) is reduced as a scheme over C. Hence it is enough to show that the
stabilizer group is finite.
Infinite automorphisms of the underlying curve C of a δ-stable quasi-map can
arise only from exceptional components, i.e. rational bridges. Recall that C cannot
contain a rational tail with one marked point by stability. Let E be an exceptional
component of C and L|E ∼= OP1(1). If the zero of x|E is away from the two nodes,
a nontrivial automorphism of E fixing the two nodes acts nontrivially on x and
hence no nontrivial stabilizer arises from E. Hence we may assume x is zero at one
or two of the nodes of some exceptional component E.
The group C∗ of automorphisms of E fixing the two special points 0,∞ ∈ E acts
on the fiber of L|E ∼= OP1(1) over one special point 0 ∈ E with weight 1 and the
other ∞ ∈ E with weight −1. We say E is separating if C − E is disconnected.
Then C∗ acts with weight 1 (resp. −1) on L restricted to the connected component
of C − E containing 0 (resp. ∞) if E is separating. If E is not separating, no
automorphism of E lifts to a stabilizer of (C,L, x) because the automorphism action
changes the line bundle L.
Let E1, . . . , El be separating exceptional components, at one or two of whose
nodes x is vanishing. Let C† = C − ∪li=1Ei. If x is zero on a connected component
C ′ of C†, then (L, x) is unstable because either (L′, 0) or (L′′, x) is destabilizing
where L′ (resp. L′′) is L|C′ (resp. L|C†−C′).
Suppose now that x is nonzero on all connected components of C†. We identify
C∗ with the group of automorphisms of each exceptional component Ej fixing two
nodes. Consider the dual graph whose vertices are the connected components C ′
of C† and edges are the exceptional components Ej . For a vertex C ′ of C†, let
sj(C
′) = −1 (resp. +1) if the automorphism group C∗ for Ej acts with weight
−1 (resp. +1). Then if we have a one-parameter subgroup of (C∗)l which fixes
(L, x), there exists (aj) ∈ Zl − {0} such that
∑l
j=1 ajsj(C
′) remains constant for
any vertex C ′. Let C ′ and C ′′ be adjacent vertices of some edge Ej′ . Then since
Ej′ is separating, one can see that
l∑
j=1
ajsj(C
′) =
l∑
j=1
ajsj(C
′′)± 2aj′ .
Since (aj) is a nonzero vector, there cannot be a one parameter subgroup of (C∗)l
which fixes (L, x). Therefore, the stabilizer group is finite and reduced. 
Next we prove the separatedness. Let 0 ∈ ∆ be a pointed smooth curve. Suppose
there are two families of δ-stable quasi-maps (Li, xi) over Ci → ∆ for i = 1, 2 whose
restrictions to ∆∗ = ∆ − {0} are isomorphic. As explained in [35, Section 6.2],
possibly after base change ramified over 0, we can find a family C → ∆ of pointed
semistable curves and dominant morphisms pii : C → Ci for i = 1, 2. Since C → ∆
is projective, we can choose a relative ample line bundle A over C → ∆ so that
ωlogC/∆⊗A is relatively ample for  > 0. Then by Lemma 5.3, both (pi∗i Li, pi∗i xi) are
families of δ-stable pairs on C → S with respect to ωlogC/∆ ⊗A for  small enough.
By Theorem 4.11, we obtain two morphisms ∆ → FC/∆(P )δ which coincide over
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∆∗. By the separatedness of FC/∆(P )δ, we find that the two families (pi∗i Li, pi∗i xi)
should be isomorphic. However, by item (1) of Definition 5.2, there cannot be a
component E in the central fiber of C → ∆ which is contracted by pii but not
contracted by pij with {i, j} = {1, 2}, because the degree of pi∗i Li|E is 0 and the
degree of pi∗jLj |E is positive by item (1) of Definition 5.2. (Note that E has only two
special points.) This implies that the two families Ci → ∆ are isomorphic. By the
separatedness of FC/∆(P )δ again with C = Ci, we find that (Li, xi) are isomorphic.
This proves the separatedness.
Finally we prove the properness. Suppose we have a family of δ-stable quasi-maps
(L∗, x∗) over C∗ → ∆∗. We should extend it to ∆. After shrinking ∆ if necessary,
we may assume that the topological type of the fibers of C∗ → ∆∗ is constant.
As in [35, Section 6], we normalize them and take the standard reduction of each
connected component possibly after a base change ramified over 0. In particular, we
may assume that each component is a smooth surface. Upon gluing thus obtained
families over ∆ along the nodes, we obtain a family of semistable curves C → ∆
which extends C∗ → ∆∗. Let C0 denote the central fiber of C → ∆. Note that
by construction, ωlogC0 is nef. Since C → ∆ is projective, we can choose a relatively
ample line bundle A. By Definition 5.2, the family (L∗, x∗) can be thought of as
a family of δ-stable pairs with respect to the ample line bundle ωlogC∗/∆∗ ⊗A|∆∗ for
 sufficiently small. By the projectivity of FC/∆(P )δ over ∆, we can extend this
family to a family (L, x) of δ-stable pairs parameterized by ∆. Let (L0, x0) be the
δ-stable pair over the central fiber C0.
By construction, the normalization C˜ of C is a disjoint union of smooth surfaces.
Let ρ : C˜ → C be the normalization map. Since L is flat over ∆ and pure on each
fiber, L is a torsion-free sheaf on C so that the torsion-free part of the pullback L˜
of L to C˜ is
L˜ = F ⊗ IZ
for some invertible sheaf F and zero dimensional subscheme Z of C˜. Since L is pure
on each fiber, we find by local calculation that Z = ∅ and hence L˜ is locally free.
Let q± be sections of C˜ → ∆ that are glued to the section q : ∆→ C. Then L along
q is recovered from the gluing homomorphism
L˜|q+ ⊕ L˜|q−
(ψ+,ψ−)−→ L˜|q+ ⊕ L˜|q−/L|q.
Since L˜ is invertible, we may assume L˜|q±−q±(0) ∼= O∆∗ ∼= L|q−q(0) after shrinking
∆ if necessary. Let (ψ0+, ψ
0
−) : L˜|q+−q+(0) ⊕ L˜|q−−q−(0) −→ O∆∗ be the restriction
of (ψ+, ψ−) to ∆∗. Since L is locally free over ∆∗, ψ0± are surjective and we can
extend (ψ0+, ψ
0
−) to a homomorphism
(ψ′+, ψ
′
−) : L˜|q+ ⊕ L˜|q− −→ O∆(a0)
for some integer a such that ψ′+ and ψ
′
− are not simultaneously vanishing at 0 ∈ ∆.
In case both ψ′± are not vanishing at 0, the kernel Lˆ of the composite
ρ∗L˜ −→ L˜|q+ ⊕ L˜|q−
(ψ′+,ψ
′
−)−→ O∆(a)
is locally free along q. If ψ′+ (resp. ψ
′
−) is vanishing over 0 ∈ ∆, we blow up C˜
at q−(0) (resp. q+(0)) and let L˜′ = pi∗L˜(−bE) where pi : C˜′ → C˜ is the blow-up
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morphism with exceptional divisor E and b > 0 is the vanishing order of ψ′+ (resp.
ψ′−) at q+(0) (resp. q−(0)). By definition, L˜′ is locally free and we have
(ψ′′+, ψ
′′
−) : L˜′|q′+ ⊕ L˜′|q′− −→ O∆((a+ b)0)
with ψ′′± surjective where q
′
± are the proper transforms of q±. By gluing C˜′ along
q′±, we obtain a family of nodal curves Cˆ → ∆ and the kernel Lˆ′ of the composite of
(ψ′′+, ψ
′′
−) with the restriction L˜′ −→ L˜′|q′+ ⊕ L˜′|q′− is an invertible sheaf on Cˆ. Let
Lˆ = Lˆ′ ⊗O((b− 1)E)
so that Lˆ|E ∼= OP1(1). It is easy to check that the multi-section x of L induces a
natural multi-section xˆ of Lˆ and the direct image of Lˆ|0 by Cˆ|0 → C|0 is L|0 = L0.
By Lemma 5.3, item (2) of Definition 5.2 follows immediately from the above
construction. So it only remains to prove item (1) of Definition 5.2.
Lemma 5.12. Suppose d + δ ≥ g − 1 so that χ + δ ≥ 0. Let x : O⊕5C → L be a
δ-stable pair over a semistable curve C with respect to some ample line bundle on
C. Suppose that the rank of the pure sheaf L on each component of C is 1. Then
the degree of L on each component of C is nonnegative.
Proof. Suppose L has negative degree on a component B of C. Let L′′ be the
torsion free part of L|B . Then θ(L′′, x) = 0 because L′′ admits no sections. Hence
the reduced Hilbert polynomial of L′′ is t + χ(L′′)/r(L′′). But since h0(L′′) = 0,
χ(L′′) ≤ 0. Therefore, if χ+ δ ≥ 0,
0 ≤ χ+ δ
r
<
χ(L′′)
r(L′′)
≤ 0
by δ-stability; a contradiction. 
By construction of Lˆ, the nonnegativity of L0 over components of C0 is preserved
while the degrees on the new exceptional components are all 1. Therefore the
restriction Lˆ0 of Lˆ to the central fiber Cˆ0 has nonnegative degrees on all components
of Cˆ0. If there is a component of the central fiber Cˆ0 where ω
log
Cˆ0
⊗ Lˆ0 is trivial, we
can simply contract those components by the line bundle ωlogCˆ/∆⊗Lˆ (tensored with
the pull-back of a sufficiently ample line bundle of ∆). Hence we proved item (1)
of Definition 5.2. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.10.
5.3. Cosection localization for δ-stable quasi-maps. We can consider the
GSW model for δ-stable quasi-maps as follows. Let
Xδ+ = Q
δ
+ ×Q+ X+
be the open substack of δ-stable quasi-maps (C,L, x) together with p-fields p. Since
Qδ+ is a Deligne-Mumford stack and the forgetful morphism X+ → Q+ is repre-
sentable by [5, Proposition 2.2], Xδ+ is a Deligne-Mumford stack as well.
Theorem 5.13. Suppose g = 0 or d + δ ≥ 3(g − 1) + m > 0 and let δ > 0 be
general. Then the degeneracy locus D(σ) in Xδ+ is proper and separated.
Proof. Since Qδ+ is proper and separated, it suffices to show that the degeneracy
locus D(σ) is contained in Qδ+, that is, if (C,L, x, p) ∈ D(σ), then p = 0. When
g = 0, H0(C,L−5 ⊗ ωC) = 0 for any (C,L, x, p) ∈ Xδ+ and hence we always have
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D(σ) ⊂ Qδ+. So we suppose g ≥ 1 from now on. By Lemma 3.3, the theorem
follows if we show that the support of the image of x contains the support of p for
any (C,L, x, p) ∈ Xδ+.
Suppose C ′ ⊂ C is an irreducible component in the closure of supp(p)−supp(x) 6=
∅. Let d′ be the degree of L|C′ , g′ be the genus of C ′, m′ be the number of marked
points on C ′ and k′ = #(C ′ ∩ C − C ′). Since p : L5 → ωC is nonzero on C ′,
0 ≤ 5d′ ≤ degωC |C′ = 2g′ − 2 + k′.
If degωC |C′ = 0, then d′ = 0 and item (1) of Definition 5.2 fails. Hence degωC |C′ >
0 and in particular C ′ is not contracted by the stabilization morphism ρ : C → C¯.
Then by Lemma 5.3 L¯ is δ-stable with respect to ωlog
C¯
. Note that r(L) = 2g−2+m,
χ(L) = d − g + 1, r(L|C′) = 2g′ − 2 + k′ + m′ and χ(L|C′) = d′ − g′ + 1. Since
x|C′ = 0, we have by δ-stability
(5.2)
d′ − g′ + 1
2g′ − 2 + k′ ≥
d′ − g′ + 1
2g′ − 2 + k′ +m′ >
d+ δ − g + 1
2g − 2 +m .
If g′ ≥ 1, we have
1
5
≥ d
′
2g′ − 2 + k′ ≥
d′ − g′ + 1
2g′ − 2 + k′ >
d+ δ − g + 1
2g − 2 +m
and thus we find that
d+ δ <
7
5
(g − 1) + 1
5
m ≤ 3(g − 1) +m.
When g′ = 0, k′ ≥ 3 and we have
d+ δ − g + 1
2g − 2 +m <
d′ + 1
k′ − 2 +m′ ≤ 1
since d′ is an integer satisfying 0 ≤ d′ ≤ 15 (k′ − 2). Hence d+ δ < 3(g− 1) +m. So
in all cases we have d+ δ < 3(g − 1) +m which contradicts our assumption. 
Remark 5.14. When δ = 0+ and d ≥ 3(g−1)+m and (d−g+1, 2g−2+m) = 1,
then we have Xδ=0
+
+ = Q
δ=0+
+ . Indeed, since there are no strictly 0
+-semistable
quasi-maps, the inequality (5.2) with δ = 0 must be satisfied for any component C ′
regardless of x. Hence by the same proof, we have p = 0.
6. δ-stability on the LG side
In this section we describe a parallel theory on the LG side.
6.1. FJRW theory by cosection localization. We start by reviewing the defi-
nition of the FJRW invariant following [6]. As mentioned in Section 1, we focus on
the case of Fermat quintic W =
∑5
i=1 x
5
i and G = Z5 ⊂ C∗. Let ζ := e
2pii
5 be the
generator of Z5. We fix g,m and d throughout this section.
Definition 6.1. An m-pointed twisted curve is a proper one-dimensional Deligne-
Mumford stack with at worst nodal singularities together with m distinct smooth
marked points such that
(1) points with nontrivial stabilizers are marked points and nodes;
(2) all nodes are balanced, i.e., locally near a node {zw = 0}, the isotropy group
Z5 acts by (z, w) 7→ (ζz, ζ−1w).
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We assume the stabilizer at each marked point is Z5. It is well-known that m-
pointed twisted stable curves of genus g form a proper separated Deligne-Mumford
stack [10]. For a twisted curve C, let τ : C → |C| be the coarse moduli space. For
a line bundle L on C, we denote by |L| the pushforward τ∗L.
Definition 6.2. For a line bundle L on a twisted curve C, the multiplicity of L
at a marked point or a node is defined as follows. At a marked point, the local
picture of L is (z, λ) ∈ C2 where z is the coordinate along the curve C and λ is the
coordinate along L. The multiplicity of L at this marked point is defined to be the
integer ` ∈ {0, 1, ..., 4} such that the action of Z5 is given by ζ.(z, λ) = (ζz, ζ`λ).
Similarly at a node, the local picture is (z, w, λ), where z and w are coordinates
along C and λ is the coordinate along L. Then the multiplicity of L at the node
is defined to be the integer ` ∈ {0, 1, ..., 4} such that the action of Z5 is given by
ζ.(z, w, λ) = (ζz, ζ−1w, ζ`λ). The multiplicity of L at q is denoted by multqL.
Let ~k = (k1, . . . , km) be the m-tuple of integers with 0 ≤ ki < 5. We define the
stack of m-pointed Z5-spin curves as
Mg,~k = {(C,L, p) | C twisted stable curve, p : L5
∼=→ ωtwC , multqiL = ki}.
Here ωtwC = ωC(
∑
qi) where qi are the orbifold marked points on C. In [6], ω
tw
C was
denoted by ωlogC while in [22, 36] by ωlog. We use different notation to emphasize
that we allow simple poles only at orbifold marked points. We denote by ωlogC the
sheaf of sections of ωC possibly with simple poles only at smooth marked points.
The notation ωtwC is convenient when comparing the LG side with the CY side
where we have to consider both orbifold and smooth marked points.
The stack Mg,~k is a smooth proper Deligne-Mumford stack and is nonempty if
and only if (2g−2+m−∑ ki) is a multiple of 5 [21]. By local computation, one can
check that |ωtwC | ' ωlog|C|, where ωlog|C| := ω|C|(
∑
τ(qi)) and that for (C,L, p) ∈Mg,~k
the degree of |L| is d := 15 (2g−2+m−
∑
ki). (See [21, Prop. 2.2.8].) Note that the
stability condition here implies the surjectivity of the homomorphism p : L5 → ωtwC
which amounts to saying that
|| · lengthz(coker p) < 1,  << 0, ∀z ∈ C,
i.e. the triple (C,L, p) is  = −∞-stable in the sense of Section 1.3.1.
By the same technique as in Section 2, Chang, Li and Li in [6] constructed a
GSW model for Z5-spin curves. Let X=−∞− be the stack parametrizing  = −∞-
stable quadruples (C,L, x, p), namely (C,L, p) ∈Mg,~k and x = (xj) ∈ H0(C,L)⊕5.
Chang, Li and Li showed that X=−∞− is a separated Deligne-Mumford stack of
finite type.
When all ki are nonzero, ~k is called narrow. Otherwise it is called broad. When
~k is narrow, Chang, Li and Li constructed a cosection for X=−∞− as follows: The
relative obstruction sheaf ObX=−∞− /Mg,~k
at (C,L, x, p) is given by H1(L)⊕5. When
~k is narrow, by [6, Lemma 3.2], H1(L)⊕5 ∼= H1(L(−∑ qi))⊕5. By using this
identification, the cosection σ is defined by
(6.1) (x˙i) 7→ p
∑
5x4i x˙i.
Since (x˙i) is regarded as an element in H
1(L(−∑ qi))⊕5 and xi ∈ H0(L), the above
map gives an element in H1(C,ωC) ∼= C. This cosection of the relative obstruction
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theory can be lifted to a cosection σ : ObX=−∞−
→ OX=−∞− . As before, we get a
localized virtual cycle [X=−∞− ]
vir
loc.
It is shown in [6] that σ|(C,L,x,p) = 0 if and only if xi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , 5, in
other words, the degeneracy locus of σ is Mg,~k. In particular, the degeneracy locus
is proper, and hence the invariant is defined by integrating against the localized
virtual cycle [X=−∞− ]
vir
loc. Chang, Li and Li [6] showed that so defined invariants
agree up to sign with the FJRW invariants defined by Fan, Jarvis and Ruan in [21].
Remark 6.3. The cosection (6.1) is parallel with the cosection on the CY side
defined in (3.1) where we considered the obstructions for x and p together. The
obstruction for p lies in H1(L−5ωtwC ) which is isomorphic to H
1(OC) since p is an
isomorphism. But this cancels with the deformation of the line bundle L. So, it is
enough to consider only the obstruction for x. Note that the cosection (6.1) is the
restriction of the cosection (3.1). However, for the other - or δ-stable quasi-maps
we will discuss in next subsection, we will continue to use the cosection defined by
the formula (3.1).
6.2. δ-stable quasi-maps on the LG side. Recall that we have the notion of
 < 0-stabilities on the LG side as defined in Section 1.3.1. In [36], Ross and Ruan
studied -wall crossing for the case g = 0 on the LG side. They defined the twisted
spin structure by allowing the map p : L5→ωtwC to be zero at finitely many smooth
points. Ross and Ruan also derived the wall crossing formula.
In this section we introduce the δ-wall crossing on the LG side. Let us denote
L˜ := L−5 ⊗ ωtwC . Let X− (resp. Q−) be the stack of quadruples (C,L, x, p) (resp.
triples (C,L, p)) of a twisted semistable curve C, a line bundle L on C, a nonzero
section p ∈ H0(C, L˜) and x ∈ H0(C,L⊕5). We give an analogous definition for the
δ-stable quadruples (C,L, x, p) (resp. triples (C,L, p)) as follows.
Definition 6.4. For δ < 0, a quadruple (C,L, x, p) (resp. triple (C,L, p)) is δ-
(semi)stable if the following hold:
(1) ωtw|C| ⊗ |L˜|a is ample for any a > 0;
(2) if A is a line bundle on C such that ωtw|C|⊗Aa is ample for all a > 0, (|L˜|, |p|)
is |δ|-(semi)stable with respect to ωtw|C| ⊗Aa for a > 0 arbitrarily small.
Here |L˜| = τ∗L˜ and |p| = τ∗p ∈ H0(|C|, |L˜|) where τ : C → |C| is the coarse moduli
space. Note that |L˜| is a line bundle on |C| because L˜ is the pullback of a line
bundle on |C| as the orbifold structures on L˜ are trivial everywhere.
As before we fix ~k = (k1, . . . , km) and d :=
1
5 (2g − 2 + m −
∑
ki). For δ < 0,
we let Xδ− = X
δ
−(g,~k, d) (resp. Q
δ
− = Q
δ,tw
− (g,~k, d)) denote the stack of δ-stable
quadruples (C,L, x, p) (resp. triples (C,L, p)) satisfying multqiL = ki and deg |L| =
d. The stack of pairs (C,L) of a twisted curve C and a line bundle L on C (without
stability) is denoted by Ptw− (g,~k, d).
We now construct the moduli stack Xδ− of δ-stable quadruples as a separated
Deligne-Mumford stack. The key point is that for any line bundle L on a twisted
stable curve C with stabilizers Z5, L˜ = L−5⊗ωtwC has trivial orbifold structure and
hence is the pullback of a line bundle on the coarse moduli space |C| of C.
Let d˜ = −5d+ 2g− 2 +m and δ be general. From Section 5, we have the moduli
stack Qδ−(g,m, d˜) of δ-stable triples (|C|, L˜, p) where L˜ ∈ Picd˜(|C|) and p ∈ H0(L˜)
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with p 6= 0. Here the section p plays the role of x in Section 5. Although x in
Section 5 is a 5-tuple of sections, the same theory works for one section p (See
Remark 2.3).
The construction of Xδ− can be summarized by the following diagram.
(6.2) Xδ− = C(pi∗L⊕5)

Qδ,tw− (g,~k, d)
finite //

Qδ,tw− (g,m, d˜)
finite //

Qδ−(g,m, d˜)

Ptw− (g,~k, d)
((
finite
L 7→L−5ωtwC
// Ptw− (g,m, d˜)

Mtwg,m
finite
C 7→|C|
//Mpsg,m
Here C(pi∗L⊕5) denotes the direct image cone constructed in [5] and Xδ− = C(pi∗L⊕5)
is the stack of quadruples
Xδ− = {(C,L, x, p) | (C,L, p) ∈ Qδ,tw− (g,m, d), x ∈ H0(L⊕5),multqiL = ki}.
All the rectangles above are fiber products. The bottom right morphism sends
each twisted prestable curve C to its coarse moduli space |C|. All vertical arrows are
forgetful: The right vertical (C, L˜, p) 7→ C is forgetting the line bundle L˜ = L−5ωtwC
and the p-field. The middle verticals (C, L˜, p) 7→ (C, L˜) 7→ C forget the p-field and
the line bundles successively. The left vertical (C,L, p) 7→ (C,L) forgets the p-field.
All the horizontal arrows are finite morphisms because the morphisms C 7→ |C|
and L 7→ L−5ωtwC are finite and the rest are base changes.
By Theorem 5.10, Qδ−(g,m, d˜) is a proper separated Deligne-Mumford stack of
finite type for general δ. Therefore we find that Xδ− is a separated Deligne-Mumford
stack of finite type for general δ.
To define a virtual cycle, we may apply the techniques of [5] and cosection
localization. In [8, 9], Cheong, Ciocan-Fontanine and Kim studied the deformation
theory of line bundles on orbifolds and showed that the stack Ptw− := P
tw
− (g,~k, d) is
smooth over Mtwg,m. Therefore we may apply [5, Proposition 2.5] to give a relative
perfect obstruction theory
L∨Xδ−/Ptw− −→ Rpi∗(L
⊕5
Xδ−
⊕ [L−5
Xδ−
⊗ ωpi])
over P where pi : CXδ− → Xδ− is the universal curve and LXδ− is the universal line
bundle.
We define the cosection by the same formula (3.1). Then we get a localized
virtual cycle [Xδ−]
vir
loc.
Theorem 6.5. Suppose g = 0 or −5d− δ > g − 1 +m and let δ be general. Then
the degeneracy locus in Xδ− is proper and separated.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 5.13. We show that the degen-
eracy locus is contained in Qδ,tw− which is proper. When g = 0, H
0(L) = 0 for any
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(C,L, x, p) ∈ Xδ−. When g ≥ 1, recall that in Theorem 5.13, we found a condition so
that supp(p)−supp(x) = ∅. On the LG side, we need to have supp(x)−supp(p) = ∅.
Suppose C ′ ⊂ C is an irreducible component in the closure of supp(x)−supp(p) 6=
∅. Let d′ be the degree of L|C′ , g′ be the genus of C ′ and k′ = #(C ′ ∩ C − C ′).
Since x ∈ H0(L)⊕5 is nonzero on C ′, we have d′ ≥ 0. Since p|C′ = 0, by stability
we have
−5d′ + g′ − 1
2g′ − 2 + k′ ≥
−5d′ + g′ − 1
2g′ − 2 + k′ +m′ >
−5d− δ + g − 1
2g − 2 +m .
Then,
−5d− δ + g − 1
2g − 2 +m <
−5d′ + g′ − 1
2g′ − 2 + k′ <
g′ − 1
2g′ − 2 + k′ < 1.
So, we have −5d− δ < g − 1 +m which contradicts our assumption. 
7. Comparison of moduli spaces when g = 0
In this section, we study how the moduli spaces on the CY side when g = 0 are
related as the - and δ-stability conditions vary. We assume that gcd(d+1,m−2) =
1 (See (8.1)). When g = 0, there are no nonzero p-fields and the cosection-localized
virtual cycle is the Euler class of the obstruction sheaf coming from p-fields (Remark
3.5). Therefore X+ = Q+. Throughout this section, let n be the size of the multi-
section x, that is, x ∈ H0(L)⊕n (See Remark 2.3).
7.1. At δ = 0+. We denote by δ = 0+ for δ > 0 sufficiently close to zero so that
there is no other wall between 0 and δ. If gcd(d + 1,m − 2) = 1, then there are
no strictly semistable line bundles L on C. In such case by definition of δ-stability,
the quasi-map (C,L, x) is δ = 0+-stable if and only if L is a stable line bundle.
Proposition 7.1. Assume g = 0 and gcd(d+ 1,m− 2) = 1. Fix (m, d, n) and an
m-pointed quasi-stable curve C. Then there is a unique line bundle L of degree d
on C such that (C,L, x) is a δ = 0+-stable for some x ∈ H0(L)⊕n, and for this L,
(C,L, x) is a δ = 0+-stable for any nonzero x ∈ H0(L)⊕n.
Proof. If C is the irreducible P1, then L = OP1(d) and there is nothing to prove.
When g = 0, every node is a separating node. Fix a node p ∈ C. Let C ′ and C ′′
be the two subcurves of C such that C ′ ∩C ′′ = {p} and C ′ ∪C ′′ = C. Let d′ (resp.
d′′) be the degree of L|C′ (resp. L|C′′) and let m′ (resp. m′′) be the number of
marked points on C ′ (resp. C ′′). Clearly, d = d′ + d′′ and m = m′ + m′′. Since
ωlogC ⊗ L is ample for all  > 0 by the δ-stability, we have m′ ≥ 2 and m′′ ≥ 2.
It is enough to show that d′ and d′′ is uniquely determined by the stability
condition.
By δ = 0+-stability, we have
d′ + 1
m′ − 1 >
d+ 1
m− 2 and
d′′ + 1
m′′ − 1 >
d+ 1
m− 2 .
Then,
(7.1)
d+ 1
m− 2(m
′ − 1)− 1 < d′ < d− d+ 1
m− 2(m
′′ − 1) + 1 = d+ 1
m− 2(m
′ − 1).
Therefore d′ = b d+1m−2 (m′ − 1)c is the unique integer satisfying these inequalities.
Similarly, d′′ = b d+1m−2 (m′′ − 1)c. Therefore there is a unique line bundle L. 
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Remark 7.2. The condition that there are no strictly semistable line bundles is
essential in the proof of Proposition 7.1. For example, suppose that C = C ′∪C ′′ and
C ′∩C ′′ = {q} and each of C ′ and C ′′ is isomorphic to P1 and has two marked points,
Let L1 and L2 be the line bundles on C such that deg(L1|C′) = 1, deg(L1|C′′) = 0,
deg(L2|C′) = 0 and deg(L2|C′′) = 1. Then one can see that both of L1 and L2
satisfy (7.1).
Theorem 7.3. Assume g = 0 and gcd(d + 1,m − 2) = 1. Then the moduli space
Xδ=0
+
+ = Q
δ=0+
+ is a projective bundle over M0,m.
Proof. Let (C,L, x) be a δ = 0+-stable quasi-map. We first claim that C is a stable
curve. We know that C is quasi-stable. Suppose that C has a rational bridge E
with no marked points. Let p1 and p2 be nodes of E and C1 and C2 be subcurves
of C such that C = C1 ∪E ∪C2 and Ci ∩E = {pi} for i = 1, 2. By δ-stability, the
degree of L on E must be 1. Then by applying (7.1) to two different decomposition
(C1 ∪ E,C2) and (C1, E ∪ C2), we get a contradiction. Hence C does not have a
rational bridge and hence is a stable curve in M0,m.
By Proposition 7.1, the line bundle L is uniquely determined by C. Moreover
since L has a positive degree on each component, h1(C,L) = 0 and h0(C,L) = d+1
by Riemann-Roch. Therefore, we see that Xδ=0
+
+ = Q
δ=0+
+ is a projective bundle
over M0,m of rank n(d+ 1)− 1. 
7.2. Contraction morphisms. By Lemma 5.9, there are only finitely many walls
for a fixed polynomial P (t) = rt + χ ∈ Q[t]. Thus the δ-line (0,∞) is partitioned
into finite number of intervals on each of which Qδ+ and X
δ
+ stays constant. Let δ0
be a wall and δ+ > δ0 > δ− be sufficiently close so that there are no other walls
between δ− and δ+.
As in the case of stable quotients [35], there is a natural morphism
qδ0 : Q
δ+
+ −→ Qδ−+ .
Given (C,L, x) ∈ Qδ++ , the image qδ0(C,L, x) is obtained by the following construc-
tion. If (C,L, x) is δ−-stable then trivially qδ0(C,L, x) = (C,L, x).
Let (C,L, x) ∈ Qδ++ −Qδ−+ . Then there exists a subsheaf L¯′ of L¯ = ρ∗L (where
ρ : C → C¯ is the stabilization) such that x¯ does not factor through L¯′ and
(7.2)
χ′
r′
=
χ+ δ0
r
,
where r′t+χ′ ∈ Q[t] is the Hilbert polynomial of L¯′ = ρ∗L′ with respect to the ample
line bundle ωlog
C¯
on C¯. If L′ is not saturated, we replace it by a saturated subsheaf
of L containing L′ which is destabilizing. Hence L′ is completely determined by its
support C ′. We take maximal such a subcurve C ′.
Let C ′′ be the complementary subcurve of C ′ in C. Then the quotient L′′ := L/L′
is a sheaf on C ′′ and L¯′′ = ρ∗L′′ has Hilbert polynomial r′′t+ χ′′ with r′′ = r − r′
and χ′′ = χ − χ′. Let x′′ denote the image of x by the quotient map L → L′′.
Since (L, x) is δ0-semistable on C, L
′ is a semistable sheaf on C ′ and (L′′, x′′) is
δ0-semistable on C
′′.
If we fix (C ′, L′, 0) and (C ′′, L′′, x′′) as well as C = C ′∪C ′′, then the set of triples
(C,L, x) which are extensions of (C ′′, L′′, x′′) by (C ′, L′, 0) is PH0(C ′, L′)⊕n. All
of these extensions belong to Q
δ+
+ − Qδ−+ . To get a δ−-stable quasi-map, we take
the following procedure, which is called the modification of (C,L, x) along C ′. We
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exchange the subpair and the quotient pair and take a quasi-map in the extension
(C1, L1, x1) of (C
′, L′, 0) by (C ′′, L′′, x′′). Such an extension is unique because in
genus zero the line bundle L is uniquely determined and the section x is uniquely
determined by x′′. If (C1, L1, x1) has a rational bridge E with no marked point
such that L1|E has degree 0, we contract E and denote the resulting triple by
(C1, L1, x1) again by slight abuse of notation. The quasi-map (C1, L1, x1) is called
the modification of (C,L, x) along C ′.
We repeat this process until we get δ−-stable triple. If (C1, L1, x1) is not δ−-
stable, take a maximal subcurve C ′1 which supports a saturated L
′
1 satisfying (7.2) as
before. Then C ′1 is a subcurve of C
′ since otherwise C ′ was not maximal. We modify
along C ′1 to get (C2, L2, x2), which is again uniquely determined by (C1, L1, x1).
It is straightforward that after finitely many steps we get a δ−-stable triple, which
by definition is the image qδ0(C,L, x). Therefore, the map qδ0 : Q
δ+
+ −→ Qδ−+ is
well-defined and it contracts the locus of δ−-unstable triples.
More precisely, the modification along C ′ can be described as follows. Consider
the moduli stack M0,m of m-pointed stable curves of genus 0. Let M˜0,m be the
blow-up ofM0,m so that the locus inM0,m of curves which have subcurves C ′ with
Hilbert polynomials r′t+ χ′ satisfying (7.2) becomes a Cartier divisor. Let
Q˜+ = Q
δ+
+ ×M0,m M˜0,m.
Then the locus of δ−-unstable quasi-maps is a Cartier divisor D on Q˜+.
Let C˜ → Q˜+ and x˜ : O⊕5C˜ → L˜ be the pull-back of the universal family of Q
δ+
+ .
Over the divisor D, the universal curve C˜|D decomposes as C′ ∪ C′′ such that for
ξ ∈ D, the restriction L′′ξ of Lξ = L˜|ξ to C ′′ξ = C′′|ξ gives the δ−-destabilizing
quotient after stabilization. Let
x˜1 : O⊕5C˜
x˜−→L˜ ↪→ L˜(C′) =: L˜1.
Then over ξ ∈ D, L˜1 is a line bundle which has L′′ξ as a subsheaf and x˜1|ξ factors
through L′′ξ . Now we contract all rational bridges E with L˜1|E ' OE to get a
family (L˜1, x˜1) over Q˜+. We repeat this process using Q˜+ in place of Qδ++ until we
get a family of δ−-stable quasi-maps.
Denote by Q˜δ0+ the stack obtained by sequence of fiber products with the blow-
ups of Mg,m on which we have a family (L˜−, x˜−) of δ−-stable quasi-maps. Then
(L˜−, x˜−) gives us a morphism
q˜δ0 : Q˜
δ0
+ −→ Qδ−+ .
Since the modification of a quasi-map is uniquely determined, this map factors
through the projection Q˜δ0+ → Qδ++ . Moreover, we have the commutative diagram
(7.3) Q
δ+
+

qδ0 // Q
δ−
+

M0,m M0,m.
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Example 7.4. When modifying along C ′, we need to first blow up M0,m along
the locus of curves having C ′ as a subcurve. This process is necessary because such
locus can have codimension greater than one as the following example shows.
Let C be the curve with 5 marked points having three rational components. Each
component has three special points as shown in the picture below. The number
labeled at each component is the degree of the line bundle L restricted to that
component.
δ > 2
C ′
0
3
0 δ = 2
δ < 2
1
C ′
1
1
Let (C,L) be as in the left picture. For any section x ∈ H0(L)⊕n, (C,L, x) is a
δ > 2-stable quasi-map. At δ = 2, this quasi-map needs to be modified along the
middle component C ′ since the saturated subsheaf supported on C ′ has the Hilbert
polynomial t+ 2 and has the maximal slope among all saturated subsheaves. After
the modification, we will have the quasi-map on the right side where the modified
section x˜ is zero away from C ′.
Since the locus in M0,5 having such decomposition is of codimension two, this
locus needs to be blown up to define the modification.
7.3. From  = 0+ to δ =∞. In this subsection, we relate the moduli stack X=0++
to Xδ=∞+ . Recall from [17, 35] (See also Section 1.3.1) that X
=0+
+ (resp. Q
=0+
+ ) is
defined as the stack of quadruples (C,L, x, p) (resp. triples (C,L, x)) satisfying
(1) ωlogC ⊗ L is ample for all  > 0;
(2) the support of the cokernel of x is 0-dimensional and disjoint from marked
points and nodal points.
By Definition 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, Xδ=∞+ (resp. Q
δ=∞
+ ) is the stack of quadruples
(C,L, x, p) (resp. triples (C,L, x)) satisfying
(1) ωlogC ⊗ L is ample for all  > 0;
(2) (L¯, x¯) is an ∞-stable pair on C¯ with respect to ωC¯ where ρ : C → C¯ is the
stabilization and L¯ = ρ∗L.
Recall that an ∞-stable pair means a δ-stable pair for sufficiently large δ such that
there are no other walls larger than δ. By Definition 4.3, (L¯, x¯) is an ∞-stable pair
if and only if coker x¯ is zero dimensional. Hence the second condition (2) above can
be rephrased as the following two conditions:
(2′) the cokernel of x : O⊕5 → L has support in the union of rational bridges
and finitely many points;
(2′′) C is quasi-stable and the restriction of L to a rational bridge E = P1 is
O(1).
Therefore, if (C,L, x) ∈ Q=0++ , the only condition that may fail for δ =∞-stability
is (2′′) above. The locus in Q=0
+
+ having a rational tail E (with one marked point)
and with degL|E > 0 is obviously a divisor. The locus in Q=0++ having a rational
bridge E with degL|E > 1 is a substack of codimension 2. Let Q˜∞+ be the blow-up
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of Q=0
+
+ so that the locus in Q
=0+
+ of δ = ∞-unstable quasi-maps is a Cartier
divisor D.
As in the previous subsection, let (C˜, L˜, x˜) be the pull-back to Q˜∞+ of the universal
family of Q=0
+
+ . Then C˜|D has a subcurve E of exceptional components where the
δ =∞-stability fails. Let
x˜′ : O⊕5C˜ −→ L˜ ↪→ L˜(E) =: L˜
′.
Then one finds that the degrees of L on the destabilizing rational bridges are de-
creased by 2 and the degrees of L on the destabilizing rational tails are decreased by
1. Let E ′ be the subcurve where the δ =∞-stability fails for the family (C˜, L˜′, x˜′).
Then we modify the family along E ′. We continue this way until the degrees of L
restricted to exceptional bridges are either 0 or 1 and the degrees of L restricted to
exceptional tails are 0. Finally, we contract all exceptional components on which
the degree of L is 0. Therefore we obtain a family of δ = ∞-stable quasi-maps
parametrized by Q˜∞+ and thus a morphism
Q˜∞+ −→ Qδ=∞.
As in the previous subsection, the modification of (C,L, x) is uniquely deter-
mined. Hence the above map descends to the morphism
q∞ : Q=0
+
+ −→ Qδ=∞+
which fits into a commutative diagram
(7.4) Q=0
+
+

q∞ // Qδ=∞+

M0,m M0,m
Combining the results of [35], Section 7.2 and Section 7.3, we have the following:
Theorem 7.5. When g = 0, we have the contraction morphisms
Q=∞+ −→ · · · −→ Q=0
+
+ −→ Qδ=∞+ −→ · · · −→ Qδ=0
+
+ .
7.4. Comparison of virtual fundamental classes. In this subsection, we com-
pare the virtual cycles of the moduli spaces in Theorem 7.5 prior to the cosec-
tion localization. In [34], Manolache proved that if c : F → G is a virtually
smooth proper morphism of Deligne-Mumford stacks of same virtual dimensions
such that G is connected and for the relative perfect obstruction theory E• we have
h1/h0(E•∨) ∼= [E1/E0], then
c∗[F ]vir = N [G]vir
for some N ∈ Q. Using this, the following was shown
Lemma 7.6 ([34, Proposition 3.14]). If we have a commutative diagram
F
c //


G
ν

M1 //M2
such that
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(1) F and G have the same virtual dimensions and G is connected;
(2) M1,M2 are smooth algebraic stacks;
(3) , ν have relative perfect obstruction theories E, Eν ;
(4) there is a morphism c∗Eν → E whose cone is a perfect complex of ampli-
tude [−1, 0],
then c∗[F ]vir = N [G]vir for some N ∈ Q.
By (7.3) and (7.4), we obtain the following.
Proposition 7.7.
qδ0∗[Q
δ+
+ ]
vir = [Q
δ−
+ ]
vir and q∞∗[Q=0
+
+ ]
vir = [Qδ=∞+ ]
vir.
Proof. We prove the first equality. We use the notation in Section 7.2. Over the
smooth algebraic stack P+, we have the commutative diagram
Q˜δ0+
p

q˜δ0
!!
Q
δ+
+ qδ0
// Q
δ−
+
Since Q˜δ0+ is a fiber product, we have p∗[Q˜
δ0
+ ]
vir = [Q
δ+
+ ]
vir. We apply Lemma 7.6
to the diagram
Q˜δ0+

q˜δ0 // Q
δ−
+

P+ P+
The modification in each step of the morphism q˜δ0 is given by
x˜1 : O⊕5C˜
x˜−→L˜ ↪→ L˜(C′) =: L˜1.
They induces the morphism between the relative obstruction theories
q˜∗δ0(Rpi∗(L˜⊕51 ))∨ → (Rpi∗(L˜⊕5))∨
which is the morphism in Condition (4) of Lemma 7.6. The cone of this mor-
phism is Rpi∗(L˜|⊕5C′ )∨, which is perfect of amplitude [−1, 0]. Thus, by Lemma 7.6,
q˜δ0∗[Q˜+]
vir = N [Q
δ−
+ ]. Since the moduli spaces are isomorphic to each other on
an open set, we have N = 1. and hence qδ0∗[Q
δ+
+ ]
vir = [Q
δ−
+ ]
vir. The proof of the
second equality is similar. 
Remark 7.8. Let q : Q
=∞
+ → Q=0
+
+ be the contraction morphism constructed
in [35]. In [35, 34], it is shown that q∗[Q=∞+ ]
vir = [Q=0
+
+ ]
vir. So, - and δ-wall
crossing does not change the virtual cycles. However, Lemma 7.6 and Proposition
7.4 do not hold for cosection-localized virtual cycle.
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7.5. Wall crossing for d = 1. In this subsection we study the example on the
CY side when g = 0 and d = 1. We do not assume that m is an odd integer.
Throughout this section, let ` = bm−12 c.
Recall that the moduli space Q=∞+ is the moduli space M0,m(Pn−1, 1) of stable
maps to Pn−1 of degree 1. We study the - and δ-wall crossing.
For a δ-stable quasi-map (C,L, x), the degree of L on each component of C must
be nonnegative. Hence the line bundle L has degree one on only one component
and has degree zero elsewhere. When d = 1, destabilizing locus as in Example 7.4
does not appear. So the modification at each wall is a divisorial contraction.
Lemma 7.9. There are `− 1 walls for the δ-wall crossing.
Proof. A δ = ∞-stable quasi-map (C,L, x) of degree 1 is δ = 0+-unstable if there
is a subcurve C ′ of C such that the degree of L|C′ is 1 and C ′ has h marked
points where 2 ≤ h ≤ `. In such a case, the saturated subsheaf supported on C ′
is a destabilizing subsheaf and has Hilbert polynomial (h − 1)t + 1. Hence such
quasi-maps needs to be modified at the wall δ0 =
m−2
h−1 − 2. Thus there are ` − 1
walls. 
Proposition 7.10. The contraction map qδ0 : Q
δ+
+ → Qδ−+ at each wall δ0 is a
blowup.
Proof. Let (C,L, x) be as in the previous lemma. After the modification at a wall,
we get a δ = 0+-stable quasi-map (C, L˜, x˜) where L˜ has degree one on the comple-
ment C ′′ of C ′ and x˜ is zero on C ′. Note that since Ext1((0,OC′), (n,OC′′)) = C,
where (n, F ) denotes the pair of the sheaf F and a nonzero section in H0(F )⊕n,
there is a unique modification (C, L˜, x˜). On the other hand, Ext1((n,OC′′), (0,OC′)) =
Cn+1, which shows the fiber of the contraction map is isomorphic to Pn.
Let Q˜
δ−
+ be the blowup of Q
δ−
+ along the locus ∆ of δ+-unstable quasi-maps.
Let C˜ → Q˜δ−+ and x˜ : O⊕nC˜ → L˜ be the pullback of the universal family on Q˜
δ−
+ .
Let C′′ be the divisor on C˜ such that L˜|C′′ parametrize the destabilizing subpair.
Let x˜′ : O⊕nC˜ → L˜ → L˜(C′′) be the modification. Then (C˜, L˜, x˜′) parametrizes δ+-
stable quasi-maps and hence we have a morphism ξ : Q˜
δ−
+ → Qδ++ . One can check
that the normal bundle of ∆ at the δ+-unstable quasi-map given by an element
in Ext1((0,OC′), (n,OC′′)) has the fiber Ext1((n,OC′′), (0,OC′)) (See the similar
calculations in [12]). Therefore ξ is an isomorphism and hence qδ0 is a blowup
morphism. 
Theorem 7.11. Suppose g = 0 and d = 1.
(1) (a) When m is odd, Qδ=0
+
+ is a P2n−1-bundle over M0,m.
(b) When m = 2`+ 2 is even, Qδ=0
+
+ is a blowup of a P2n−1-bundle over
M0,m along 12
(
m
`+1
)
copies of a Pn−1-bundle over M0,`+2 ×M0,`+2.
(2) Qδ=∞+ is obtained from Q
δ=0+
+ by a sequence of ` − 1 blowups, where the
blowup centers for the blowup at δ = m−2h−1 − 2 (2 ≤ h ≤ `) is a disjoint
union of
(
m
h
)
copies of a Pn−1-bundle over M0,h+1 ×M0,m−h+1
(3) Q=0
+
+ is a blowup of Q
δ=∞
+ along m copies of Pn−1-bundle over M0,m.
(4) (a) When n ≤ 2, M0,m(Pn−1, 1) is isomorphic to Q=0++ .
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(b) When n > 2, M0,m(Pn−1, 1) is a blow up of Q=0++ along a Pn−1-
bundle over M0,m+1.
Proof. (1) We study Qδ=0
+
+ . When m is odd, Q
δ=0+
+ is a P2n−1-bundle over M0,m
by Theorem 7.3. We assume m is even. Note that for a δ = 0+-stable quasi-map
(C,L, x), the line bundle L is not uniquely determined when C is the union of two
subcurves C ′ and C ′′ meeting at one point q each of which has `+1 marked points.
Namely, L can have degree 1 on any of two components containing q.
We consider the space Q′ of (C,L, x) as follows. If C is not the union of two
subcurves having the same number of marked points, we choose L so that (C,L, x)
with any nonzero multi-section x is a δ = 0+-stable quasi-map. By the proof of
Theorem 7.3, there is unique such L. If C is a union of two subcurves meeting
at a point q having the same number of marked points, there are two components
containing q. We choose one of two component continuously, for example, the
component which is close to the first marked point q1. We choose L so that L has
degree 1 on the chosen component and x is any nonzero multi-section. Then clearly
Q′ is a P2n−1-bundle over M0,m.
An element in Q′ fails to be δ = 0+-stable if C = C ′ ∪ C ′′ decomposes as above
where L has degree zero on C ′′ and x is zero on C ′′. By modifying along such loci,
we get the space Qδ=0
+
+ . By the same argument as in Proposition 7.10, we see that
Qδ=0
+
+ is a blowup of Q
′.
(2) Qδ=∞+ is obtained from Q
δ=0+
+ by a sequence of ` − 1 blowups by Lemma
7.9 and Proposition 7.10. The blowup center for the blowup at δ = m−2h−1 − 2 (2 ≤
h ≤ `) is a disjoint union of (mh) copies of a Pn−1-bundle overM0,h+1×M0,m−h+1,
where Pn−1 parametrizes the sections x˜ which vanish along C ′ in the notation of
Proposition 7.10.
(3) We now relate Qδ=∞+ with Q
=0+
+ . A δ = ∞-stable quasi-map (C,L, x) is
 = 0+-unstable if the base point lies on one of the marked points, say qi. Recall
that the base point is the point on which x is zero. In this case, to get an  = 0+-
stable quasi-map, we add a new rational component having the marked point qi
which meets the rest of the curve C at the position of qi. Now the nonzero multi-
section x can be arbitrary. This procedure is also a blowup. So Q=0
+
+ is obtained
from Qδ=∞+ by blowing up along m copies of Pn−1-bundle over M0,m.
(4) Finally, we study the contraction map q : M0,m(Pn−1, 1) = Q=∞+ → Q=0
+
+ .
When n ≤ 2, it is not hard to show that the contraction map is an isomorphism
(See [13, Proposition 5.2]). So, we assume n > 2. Let (C,L, x) be a quasi-map in
Q=0
+
+ . Then the quasi-map (C˜, L˜, x˜) that is in the fiber of q is obtained as follows.
Since the degree of L is 1, there can be at most one base point. If (C,L, x) does
not have a base point, then (C˜, L˜, x˜) = (C,L, x). Assume that (C,L, x) has a base
point q. Then C˜ is obtained from C by adding a rational tail with no marked point
at the base point and L˜ is the line bundle on this new curve C˜ having degree one
on the added rational tail and having degree zero on C. The section x ∈ H0(L)⊕n
having a base point comes from a section x′ in H0(L(−q))⊕n ' H0(OC)⊕n. The
section x˜ ∈ H0(L˜)⊕n is defined by extending x′ to C˜. On the moduli spaces, one
can check that this process is also given by a blowup along the locus of quasi-maps
having base point, which is isomorphic to Pn−1-bundle overM0,m+1 where the last
marked point indicates the base point. 
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Using Theorem 7.11, we can derive an explicit formula for the Poincare´ polyno-
mial of M0,m(Pn−1, 1) from the Poincare´ polynomial of M0,m, where the latter is
well known.
Definition 7.12. The Poincare´ polynomial of the space X is
Pt(X) =
∑
i≥0
b2it
i,
where b2i is the 2i-th Betti number of X. Note that the odd Betti numbers of all
the moduli spaces we consider here are zero.
Corollary 7.13. Let Pm be the Poincare´ polynomial of M0,m.
(1) Pt(Q
δ=0+
+ ) =
{
1−t2n
1−t Pm if m is odd;
1−t2n
1−t Pm +
1
2
(
m
`+1
)
1−tn
1−t P`+2P`+2
t−tn+1
1−t if m is even.
(2) The Poincare´ polynomial of M0,m(Pn−1, 1) when n ≥ 3 is
Pt(Q
δ=0+
+ ) +
∑`
h=2
((
m
h
)
1− tn
1− t Ph+1Pm−h+1
)
t− tn+1
1− t
+m
1− tn
1− t Pm
t− tn
1− t +
1− tn
1− t Pm+1
t− tn−1
1− t .
When n ≤ 2, the same formula without the last term holds
Remark 7.14. Since M0,3 is a point, we have P3 = 1. For m ≥ 3, there is a
recursive construction ofM0,m in [27]. Namely,M0,m+1 is obtained by blowing up
M0,m ×M0,4 along codimension 2 loci each of which is isomorphic to M0,h+1 ×
M0,m−h+1 for some 2 ≤ h ≤ `. Therefore, we have the following recursive formula
for Pm.
When m = 2`+ 1 for ` ≥ 1,
Pm+1 = (1 + t)Pm +
∑`
h=2
((
m
h
)
tPh+1Pm−h+1
)
,
and when m = 2`+ 2 for ` ≥ 1,
Pm+1 = (1 + t)Pm +
`−1∑
h=2
((
m
h
)
tPh+1Pm−h+1
)
+
1
2
(
m
`
)
tP`+1P`+1.
This formula can be rederived by using Corollary 7.13 as follows. For n ≥ 3, we
have a surjective morphism ψ : M0,m(Pn−1, 1)→ Gr(2, n) sending a stable map to
its image line in Pn−1. This is a fibration morphism where the fiber is isomorphic
to M0,m(P1, 1). Hence we have
Pt(M0,m(Pn−1, 1)) = Pt(M0,m(P1, 1))Pt(Gr(2, n)).
By rearranging this equation after substituting the result of Corollary 7.13, we
obtain the above recursive relation.
Example 7.15. When n = 2, it is well-known that the moduli space M0,m(P1, 1) is
isomorphic to the configuration space P1[m] by Fulton and MacPherson [23]. Hence,
the wall-crossing described above gives an alternative construction of the Fulton-
MacPherson configuration space. Namely, P1[m] is given by a sequence of blow-ups
of a P3-bundle overM0,m. For example, the space P1[5] is obtained from P3-bundle
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overM0,5 by a blowup along 10 disjoint P1-bundles overM0,3 ×M0,4 followed by
another blowup along 5 disjoint P1-bundles over M0,5. One can calculate the
Poincare´ polynomial of P1[5] as
Pt(P1[5]) = 1 + 21t+ 67t2 + 67t3 + 21t4 + t5,
which agrees with the calculations in [23, 29, 33].
8. A residue formula for [Xδ=0
±
± ]
vir
loc
Our main interest lies in the GW invariant and its comparison with the FJRW
invariant. In this section, we compare the two invariants after - and δ-wall cross-
ing. For this, we assume that there are no strictly δ = 0±-semistable quasi-maps.
Numerically, the condition is that
(8.1) gcd(d− g + 1, 2g − 2 +m) = 1 and gcd(−5d+ g − 1 +m, 2g − 2 +m) = 1.
By the dilaton equation (1.2) and [21, Theorem 4.2.9], for the GW and FJRW
invariants, we can add marked points and cancel its effect by capping it with corre-
sponding ψ classes. Hence by adding more marked points if necessary, we assume
the above numerical conditions throughout this section. Consequently, the δ = 0±-
stability of (C,L, x, p) is nothing but the stability of L¯ as a sheaf on C¯.
Let P¯ = P¯g,m,d denote the moduli stack of pairs (C¯, L¯), where C¯ ∈ Mg,m is a
stable curve of genus g with m marked points and L¯ is a (Gieseker-)stable sheaf
with respect to the ample line bundle ωlog
C¯
which is of rank at most 1 on every
component of C¯ and of degree d. By the GIT construction of Simpson’s in [37],
P¯ is a proper Deligne-Mumford stack provided that there is no strictly semistable
sheaf. It is well known (see [1] for instance) that the semistability condition for L¯
is equivalent to the balanced condition for L in [3] when m = 0.
We have the forgetful morphism P¯ →Mg,m where Mg,m is the proper smooth
stack of stable curves. Although the morphism P¯ →Mg,m is not smooth, P¯ is also
smooth.
Lemma 8.1. (1) P¯ is a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack of dimension 4g − 3 +m
which is proper when gcd(d− g + 1, 2g − 2 +m) = 1.
(2) Let Ps denote the open substack of the stack P which consists of pairs (C,L)
with C semistable and L ∈ Picd(C) such that ωlogC ⊗ L is ample for any  > 0
and that (C¯, L¯) ∈ P¯ where ρ : C → C¯ is the stabilization and L¯ = ρ∗L. Let
P¯s = Ps/C∗ where C∗ denotes the group of automorphisms of line bundles by
scalar multiplications. Then we have an isomorphism P¯s ∼= P¯ .
Proof. (1) The proof is essentially due to Faltings in [20, Theorem 4.1]. Let R be
an Artin local ring over C and I be a square zero ideal of R. Let R¯ = R/I. Suppose
we have a stable curve C¯ → SpecR¯ and a stable sheaf L¯ on C¯. Then we can find
a lift to SpecR. Indeed, near a node in the central fiber, we may find p¯, q¯ ∈ R¯
and p¯i = p¯q¯ so that we can write C¯ formally as R¯[[x, y]]/(xy − p¯i) by [20, Theorem
3.9]. Choose a lift p, q ∈ R of p¯, q¯ and let pi = pq ∈ R. Since the deformation of
smooth variety is trivial, we can glue the trivial deformation of the smooth part
with the deformation R[[x, y]]/(xy − pi) of the node over SpecR, to obtain a stable
curve C → SpecR. By [20, Theorem 3.9] again, the factorization pq = pi determines
a torsion-free extension L of L¯ near the node and we can glue this with the trivial
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extension on the smooth part because the obstruction for gluing vanishes since the
fiber dimension is 1.
(2) It is straightforward to check that P¯s is Deligne-Mumford and the morphism
P¯s → P¯ is birational and bijective. (For a set-theoretic inverse, we insert a rational
bridge with O(1) on it whenever we find a node where the torsion-free sheaf L¯ on C¯
is not locally free.) The isomorphism follows from Zariski’s main theorem because
P¯ is smooth by (1). 
Proposition 8.2. Suppose d ≥ 3(g− 1) +m and gcd(d− g+ 1, 2g− 2 +m) = 1 so
that P¯ is a proper smooth Deligne-Mumford stack. Then
(8.2) [Xδ=0
+
+ ]
vir
loc = rest=0
[P¯g,m,d]
e(Rpi∗(L⊕5 ⊕Hom(L5, ωC/P¯ )))
where e(·) stands for the Euler class of the perfect complex. Here pi : C → P¯ denotes
the universal curve and L is the universal sheaf on C.
Proof. This is a consequence of the torus localization theorem for cosection-localized
virtual cycles in [4]. By the proof of Theorem 5.13 (See Remark 5.14), we find that
if (C,L, x, p) ∈ Xδ=0++ , then p = 0. Hence Xδ=0
+
+ = Q
δ=0+
+ is the projectivization
PC(pi∗L⊕5) of the cone C(pi∗L⊕5) in (2.1). Consider the compactification
C(pi∗L⊕5) ∪ PC(pi∗L⊕5) = P
[
C(pi∗L⊕5)⊕O
]
of the cone with the obvious action of C∗ arising from the cone structure. The fixed
loci are exactly the boundary at infinity and the zero section P¯ . Upon applying the
torus localization formula in [4] and taking the residue, we obtain the proposition.

Similarly on the LG side, when δ = 0−, L¯ must be stable since there are no
strictly semistable sheaves on C¯. Therefore, we have
Xδ=0
−
− = {(C,L, x, p) | L¯ is stable over C¯, p 6= 0}.
Proposition 8.3. Suppose d < − 15 (g−1+m) and gcd(−5d+g−1+m, 2g−2+m) =
1. Let d˜ = −5d+ 2g − g +m. Then,
(8.3) [Xδ=0
−
− ]
vir
loc = r · rest=0
[P¯g,m,d˜]
e(Rpi∗(L⊕5 ⊕Hom(L5, ωC/P¯ )))
,
where r is the degree of the finite morphism Ptw → Ptw sending L to L˜ = L−5ωtw
Proof. When (C,L, x, p) is δ = 0−-stable and −5d+ δ > g− 1 +m, by the proof of
Theorem 6.5, one can show that x is always zero. So by the same argument as in
Proposition 8.2, we obtain the same residue formula for [Qδ=0
−
]virloc.
After fixing the multiplicity vector ~k, we see that (C¯, L¯) uniquely determines
(C, L˜) by a local computation. So, by the diagram (6.2), we obtain (8.3). 
Remark 8.4. The equations (8.2) and (8.3) are of the same form but have opposite
ranges for d. So the wall crossing for [Xδ=0+ ]
vir
loc to [X
δ=0
− ]
vir
loc seems to require an
analytic continuation as expected.
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9. Insertions
In this section, we define the invariants with insertions for δ-stable quasi-maps.
Note that since for δ-stable quasi-maps the base points are allowed to lie on the
marked points, there is no well-defined evaluation maps as in the -stable quasi-
map theory. Alternatively, we will define the invariants by directly imposing the
conditions corresponding to the insertion on the moduli space.
For the insertion ζl =
∏m
i=1 ev
∗
i (h
li) with h = c1(OP4(1)) ∈ H2(P4), consider the
stack
X(ζl) = {(C,L, x, p) ∈ X |x = (x1, . . . , x5), xj ∈ H0(C,Lj), p ∈ H0(L−5ωC)}
with Lj = L(−
∑m
i=1 λijqi) where
λij =
{
0 j > li
1 j ≤ li
and q1, . . . , qm are the marked points on C. By the exact sequence
(9.1) 0 −→ H0(Lj) −→ H0(L) −→ H0(⊕mi=1Cλijqi ) −→ H1(Lj) −→ H1(L) −→ 0
from the exact sequence 0 → Lj → L → ⊕mi=1Cλijqi → 0, we find that X(ζl) is a
closed substack of X.
Let pil : C(l) → X(ζl) be the universal curve and L be the line bundle arising
from the morphism X(ζl) ↪→ X → Pg,m,d. Let Lj = L(−
∑m
i=1 λijqi). By [5], the
cone stack X(ζl) has the relative perfect obstruction theory
(9.2) L∨pil −→ Rpil∗(⊕5j=1Lj)⊕Rpil∗(L−5ωpil)
which induces an absolute perfect obstruction theory of virtual dimension
m− |l| = m−
m∑
i=1
li
because Pg,m,d is smooth.
By (9.1) and (9.2), the relative obstruction space at a point (C,L, x, p) of X(ζl)
is
H1(⊕5j=1Lj)⊕H1(L−5ωC)
which surjects onto the relative obstruction space at (C,L, x, p) of X
H1(L⊕5)⊕H1(L−5ωC).
Thus it is straightforward that the cosection σ for X induces a cosection σl of X(ζl)
with
σ−1(0) = σ−1l (0).
Now we add stability. Let U be an open separated Deligne-Mumford substack
of X such that U ∩ σ−1(0) is proper. For example, U can be the substack of  or
δ-stable quadruples (C,L, x, p) in X+ or X− considered in this paper. Let
U(ζl) = U ∩ X(ζl).
Then by the discussion above, we have a cosection-localized virtual fundamental
class
[U(ζl)]virloc ∈ Am−|l|(U(ζl) ∩ σ−1(0))
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which has proper support. We define the invariant with respect to the stability
U ⊂ X to be
(9.3) 〈〈
m∏
i=1
τai(h
li)〉〉U =
∫
[U(ζl)]virloc
m∏
i=1
ψaii
Note that when U = Mg,m(P4, d)p is the stack of stable maps with p-fields,
[Mg,m(P4, d)p]virloc ∩
m∏
i=1
ψaii ev
∗
i (h
li) = [U(ζl)]virloc ∩
m∏
i=1
ψaii
and hence (9.3) coincides with the usual Gromov-Witten invariant with insertions.
In this way, we obtain invariants with insertions for open Deligne-Mumford sub-
stacks U in X.
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